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TABLE 1.2

i
FRE0VENCY NOTATION

l

NOTATION FREOUENCY

| S At least once per 12 hours.
;

l 0 At least once per 24 hours.
W At least once per 7 days.
M At least once per 31 days.

:
| |0 At least once per 92 days.

|
SA At least once per 6 months.*

[R At least once per 18 months.*
lE C E C 5 15:1 3 1 5: I?505 EbND5$V$$E916$$I$?$$5$
'

S/U Prior to each reactor startup.
N/A Not applicable.

*In these Technical Specifications. 6 months is defined to be 184 days, ad 18 months
is defined to be 550 daysp@jjjfg4jRth~gg51Rfjl@j$]o $]Z@@${.

i

1
i

| DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 1-8 Amendment No. 37.86.170,

9612170354 961211'
PDR ADOCK 05000346|

| P PDR
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1

3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION :

LIMITING-CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.1.1 As a minimum, the Reactor Protection System instrumentation channels
|

and bypasses of Table 3.3-1 shall be OPERABLE with RESPONSE TIMES as shown in
!

Table 3.3-2.
: .

; APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-1. |

|

ACTION:

? |

| As shown in Table 3.3-1.

,

.

[

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.3.1.1.1 Each Reactor Protection System instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK. CHANNEL
CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations during the MODES and at the
frequencies shown in Table 4.3-1.

,

4.3.1.1.2 The total bypass function shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least |
BBBepeb1BEEUEt[ING3NTERy6b cnce per 10 months during CHANNEL CALIBRATION
testing of each channel affected by bypass operation.

4.3.1.1.3 The REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME of each reactor trip
function shall be demonstrated to be within its limit at least once per
M LlNGl NTERVAU 10 months. Each test shall include at least one channel
per function such that all channels are tested at least once every N times hyg '

Rggg201NG71NTERVAL10monthswhereNisthetotalnumberofredundantchannels
in a specific reactor trip function as shown in the " Total No. of Channels"
column of Table 3.3-1.

|
!

!
! DAVIS-BESSE. UNIT 1 3/4 3-1 Amendment No.

:

I

_



TABLE 3.3-1

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION [he o x .

E MINIMUM U$G TOTAL NO. CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLE 6
k FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS TO TRIP OPERABLE MODES ACT10N $

1. Manual Reactor Trip 2 1 2 1, 2 and * 1,

E 2. High Flux 4 2 3 1, 2 2#, 10

3. RC High 5mperature 4 2 3 1, 2 3#, 10--

4. Flux - AFlux - Flow 4 2(a)(b) 3 1, 2 2#, 10

5. RC Low Pressure 4 2(a) 3 1, 2 3#, 10

6. RC High Pressure 4 2 3 1, 2 3#, 10

$ 7. RC Pressure-Temperature 4 2(a) 3 1, 2 3#, 10

Y 8. High Flux /Humber of Reactor Coolant"
Pumps On 4 2(a)(b) 3 1, 2 3#, 10

9. Containment High Pressure 4 2 3 1, 2 3#, 10

10. Intermediate Range, Neutron Flux
and Rate 2 N/A 2(c) 1, 2 and * 4 q -

Ey 11. Source Range, Neutron Flux and Rate 3-
o A. Startup 2 N/A 2 2## and * 5 M
h B. Shutdown 2 N/A 1 3, 4 and 5 6 Q
$ N
o 12. Control Rod Drive Trip Breakers 2 per trip 1 per trip 2 per 1, 2 and * 7#, 8# >
g system system trip system g

13. Reactor Trip Module 2 per trip 1 per trip 2 per 1, 2 and * 7#
system system trip system- q

E. Q N
8? 14. Shutdown Bypass High Pressure 4 2 3 2**, 3** 6# 3 O

4**, 5** C
C~

15. SCR Relays 2 2 2 1, 2 and * 9# 2
kQ ,

_- -- ----------
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TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)
l

TABLE NOTATION

*With the . control rod drive trip breakers in the closed position and the
control rod drive system capable of rod withdrawal.

**When Shutdown Bypass is actuated.

fThe provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

| #High voltage to detector may be de-energized above 10"' amps on both
Intermediate. Range channels.

(a) Trip may be manually bypassed when RCS pressure $ 1820 psig by actuating
Shutdown Bypass provided that:

(1) The High Flux Trip Setpoint is s 5% of RATED THERMAL P(.ER,

(2) The Shutdown Bypass High Pressure Trip Setpoint of s 1820 psig is
imposed, and

(3) The Shutdown Bypass is removed when.RCS pressure > 1820 psig.

(b) Trip may be manually bypassed when Specification 3.10.3 is in effect.

| (c) The minimum cnannels OPERABLE requirement may be reduced to one when
'

Specification 3.10.1 or 3.10.2 is in effect.

ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 1 With the number of channels OPERABLE one lesa. than required by-

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, restore the
.

inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and/or open the
control rod drive trip breakers.

ACTION 2 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total
Number of Channels STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may proceed
provided both of the following conditions are satisfied: [

a. The inoperable channel is placed in the bypassed or tripped [condition within one hour.

b. Either, THERMAL POWER is restricted to 175% of RATED
THERMAL POWER and the High Flux Trip Setpoint is reduced to
s 85% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 4 hours or the QUADRANT
POWER TILT is monitored at least once per 12 hours.

Tills PAGE PROVIDED
|

FORINFORMATION ONLY
'

f

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-3 Amendment No.185
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ACTION STATEHENTS (Continued)

; ACTION 3 -

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total
Number of Channels STARTUP and POWER OPERATION may proceed

|! provided .the inoperable. channel . is placed in the . bypassed or
' tripped condition within one hour.
!

ACTION 4 - With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement and with the THERMAL
POWER level:

:

a. s 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER restore the inoperable channel
to OPERABLE status prior to increasing THERMAL POWER above
5% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

!

| b. > 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER, POWER OPERATION may continue.

d

HIS PAGE PROVIDED

: FORINFOREM ONU |

1

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-4 Amendment No. J35,185
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TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)
|

| ACTION STATEMENTS (Continued)

i

! ACTION 5 - Vith the number of channels OPERABLE one less than required by'

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement and with the THERMAL
POVER level:

3 10-10 amps on the Intermediate Range (IR) instru-a.

mentation, restore the inoperable channel to OP q~ p
status prior to increasing THERMAL POVER above 10 amps
on the IR instrumentation.

b. > 10-10 amps on the IR instrumentation, operation may
continue.

ACTION 6 - Vith the number of channels OPERABLE on.e less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, verify compliance
with the SHlTIDOVN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.1.1.1
vithin one hour and at least once per 12 hours thereafter.

ACTION 7 - Vith the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total
Number of Channels STARTUP and/or POVER OPERATION may proceed

!provided all of the following conditions are satisfied: l

a. Vithin i hour:

1. Place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition,
or

2. Remove power supplied to the control rod trip device
associated vith the inoperative channel.

b. One additional channel may be bypassed for up to 2 hours
for surveillance testing per Specification 4.3.1.1.1, and
the inoperable channel above may be bypassed for up to 30
minutes in any 24 hour period when necessary to test the
trip breaker associated with the logic of the channel being
tested per Specification 4.3.1.1.1. The inoperable channel
above may not be bypassed to test the logic of a channel of
the trip system associated with the inoperable channel.

HIS PAGE PROVIDED

FORINFORM10N DNLY

DAVIS-BESSE. UNIT 1 3/4 3-5 Amendment No. /Le/3. 135
(Next 049e is 3/4 3-5a.)
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i

ACTION STATEMENTS (Continued)
.

J

ACTION 8 - With one of the Reactor Trip Breaker diverse trip features
(undervoltage or shunt trip devices) inoperable, restore it to
OPERABLE ' status in 48 hours or place the breaker in trip in; the next hour.

!

! ACTION 9 - With one or both channels of SCR Relays inoperable, restore
the channels to OPERABLE status during the next COLD SHUTDOWN;

j exceeding 24 hours.

ACTION 10 With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Minimum
-

Channels OPERABLE requirement, within one hour, place one
inoperable channel in trip and the second inoperable channel

|3 in bypass, and restore one of the inoperable channels to
1

OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and open the reactor trip breakers.

I. DIIS PAGE PROVIDED

! FORINFORMA110N ON
i

'

4

!
|.

i

!

$

4

4

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-Sa Amendment No.108.J25)85
-

(Next page is 3/4 3-6.)

_ _ . ._ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ .
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Ih
TABLE 3.3-2 ] ,

aw
;$ REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION RESPONSE TIMES 6y

OT "
g FUNCTIONAL UNIT RESPONSE TIMES **

$ (seconds)
T

1. Manual Reactor Trip Not Applicableg
3] 2. High Flux * 1 0.266

3. RC High Temperature Not Applicable h '

-

4. Flux - a Flux - Flow * - Variable Flow 1 1.77 E q

- Constant Flow 1 0.266 MM
M

5. RC Low Pressure 1 0.341{
dNy 6. RC High Pressure -< 0.341 M -

m
7. RC Pressure - Temperature - Constant Temperature Not Applicable Q

W25
Qg8. High Flux / Number of Reactor Coolant Pumps On* 1 0.631***

9. Containment High Pressure Not Applicable M
Oy

=
R
k Neutron detectors are exempt from response time testing. Response time of the*

neutron flux signal portion of the channel shall be measured from detector
2

P output or input of first electronic component in channel.

3 Including sensor (except as noted), RPS instrument delay and the breaker delay.**

*

*** A 0.24 sec delay time has been assumed for pump monitor.
,

$

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - - ___
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TABLE 4.3-1

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS h
o W

g
> CilANNEL MODES IN WHICH E$
d CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE g '

FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST REOUIRED 'to*

$ 1. Manual Reactor Trip NA. N.A. S/U(1) N.A. ,

en
m
p1 2. High Flux S D(2), and Q(6,9) N.A. 1,2

E. 2

G_ 3. RC liigh Temperature S R SA(9) I,2 E 8
d ? 5 ,

4. Flux - AFlux - Flow S(4) M(3) and Q(6,7,9) N.A. 1,2 N$@~

kN%?
5. RC Low Pressure S R SA(9) I,2 hg

CR
6. RC liigh Pressure S R SA(9) 1,2 m

$ r-35
w
D 7. RC Pressure-Temperature S R SA(9) I,2

o mm ,u % :o 5 <

4 h @8. High Flux / Number of Reactor * P '

Coolant Pumps On S Q(6,9) NA. 1,2 Y *

'
9. Containment liigh Pressure S ER SA(9) 1, 2

10. Intermediate Range, Neutron

y Flux and Rate S ER(6) N.A.(5) 1,2 and *

3 -

0 I 1. Source Range, Neutron Flux
!

g and Rate S ER(6) N.A.(5) 2,3,4 and 5
'

O

Q 12. Control Rod Drive NA. N.A. M(8,9) and S/U(1)(8) I,2 and *

p Trip Breakers
,

d *" !

_g 13. Reactor Trip Module Logic N.A. NA. M(9) I,2 and *

.b
!14. Shutdown Bypass liigh Pressure S R SA(9) 2", 3 ", 4", 5 * *

E
.m 15. SCR Relays N.A. N.A. R 1,2 and *

!

,

_ . . _ _ _ _ _ __ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)'

i

Notation
!

j (1) - If not performed in previous 7 days.

(2) - Heat balance only, above 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
,

(3) - When THERMAL POWER [TP) is above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER TRTP),'

and at st'eady state, compare out-of-core measured AXIAL POWER*

IMBALANCE [APJ,) to incore measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE [ API ] as
follows:

:

RTP [ API, - API,) = Offset Error
TP

'

; Recalibrate if the absolute value of the Offset Error is 2 2.5%

(4) - AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE and loop flow indications only.

(5) - CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is not applicable. Verify at least one
,

decade overlap prior to each reactor startup if not verified in-

]
previous 7 days.

(6) - Neutron detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION.i

:

} (7) - Flow rate measurement sensors may be excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION. However, each flow measurement sensor shall be'

calibrated at least once per 18 months.

(8) - The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall independently verify the
:
: OPERABILITY of both the undervoltage and shunt trip devices of the

Reactor Trip Breakers.

! (9) - Performed on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.

With any control rod drive trip breaker closed.*-
4

| ** - When Shutdown Bypass is actuated.

!

Tills PAGE PROVIDED
'

: FORINFORMATION ONIY

!
,

i

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-8 Amendment No. /3.108.J23.
135,185
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,

INSTRUMENTATION
|

3/4.3.2 SAFETY SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATIONr

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.1 The Safety Features Actuation System (SFAS) functional units shown in Table 3.3-3
shall be OPERABLE with their trip setpoints set consistent with the values shown in the Trip
Setpoint column of Table 3.3-4 and with RESPONSE TIMES as shown in Table 3.3-5.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-3. J
,

ACTION:

a. With a SFAS functional unit trip setpoint less conservative than the value shown i
in the Allowable Values column of Table 3.3-4, declare the functional unit

inoperable and apply the applicable ACTION requirement of Table 3.3-3, until
the functional unit is restored to OPERABLE status with the trip setpoint adjusted
consistent with the Trip Setpoint value.

b. With a SFAS functional unit inoperable, take the action shown in Table 3.3-3.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.3.2.1.1 Each SFAS functional unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of
the CHANtEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST i

!during the MODES and at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-2.

4.3.2.1.2 The logic for the bypasses shall be demonstrated OPERABLE during the at power
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of functional units affected by bypass operation. The total
bypass function shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per BEFMLjIRGjlNTERVA}
IS moni; during CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing of each functional unit affected by bypass
operation.

4.3.2.1.3 The SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIME of each SFAS function shall be
- demonstrated to be within the limit at least once per REFUELING' INTERVAL' I8 moni;. Each

test shall include at least one functional unit per function such that all functional units are tested
at least once every N times the REFUELING'INTE,RVAE IS moni; where N is the total
number of redundant functional units in a specific SFAS function as shown in the " Total No. of

| Units" Column of Table 3.3-3.
i
|

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT I 3/4 3-9 Amendment No.
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Tills PAGE PROVIDED 4_ i_
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! FORINFORMATION ONLY 8 |- >.>->
0 SAFETY FRAftRES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
? i

HIMINUM t

TOTAL 800. IslITS 194ITS APPL.! CABLE fFladCTICIIAL lall? 0F IstITS TO TRIP OrgaABLE N0083 Action i
-_ ;

1. IIISTRISIENT STRIMS

a. Contalement Radiatlee -
[Eigh 4 2 3 1,2,3,4,6***a 103 1 !b. Centalement Pressure - ;

Blah 4 2 3 1, 2, 3 log | |
c. Centainment Pressure - t

Eigh-Sigh 4 2 3 1, 2, 3 10 ;
d. RCS Pressure - 84w 4 2 3 1, 2, 3a 103 |e. RCS Pressure - law-14w 4 2 3 1, 2, 3** tot i,

; f. 3807 Level - 1ew-14v 4 2 3 1, 2, 3 tot j
,

$ 2. Giftttri LaGIC I

a. Incident Level 01: l

containment Isolation 2 1 2 1,2,3,4,6**** 11 l [b. Incident Invel 02: L

Afgh Pressere Injectica !and starting E3esel Generators 2 1 2 1, 2, 3, 4 in | [
c. Imeldest level 03: !

Imv Pressere Injeetion 2 1 2 12,3,4 I | |
d. Incident Imvel l4sa -

g costalmeest Spray 2 1 2 1,2,3,4 : i
e. Incident Level 05:-

:

Q Centalmeest Sump !
A Rectaculatlee Permissive 2 1 2 1, 2, 3, 4 11 |

b
,

:. !
s., ;
ui ;

?

,

'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _
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! IllIS PAGE PROVIDED

g;|! FORINFORMATION ONLY "|5 TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued) !w
~

SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION !

MINIMUM ;
TOTAL NO. UNITS UNITS APPLICABLE ify1!slIONAL UNIT OF UNITS TO TRIP OPERABLE MODES ACTION ;

3. MANUAL ACTUATION
:
,

w a. SFAS (except Containment
ti Spray and Emergency Sump :

Recirculation) 2 2 2 1,2,3,4,6**** 12
w

b. Containment Spray 2 2 2 1,2,3,4 12

4. SEQUENCE LOGIC CHANNELS

a. Sequencer 4 2/ BUS 2/ BUS 1,2,3,4 15# |k
i

b. Essential Bus Feedera

,, g Breaker Trip (90%) 4***** 2/ BUS 2/ BUS 1,2,3,4 15# |
3

oo
?" c. Diesel Generator Start,

iLF Load shed on Essential !
Bus (59%) 4 2/ BUS 2/ BUS 1,2,3,4 15# | j

,

L; 5. INTERLOCK CHANNELS
r

:!ef a. Decay Heat Isolation Valve 1 1 1 1,2,3 13#_.
!

b. Pressurizer Heaters 2 2 2 3****** 14 i

l

!

-

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - . - . _ - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - --- --
Y
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i |
1

TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)
,

TABLE NOTATION

* Trip function may be bypassed in this MODE with RCS pressure below
1800 psig. Bypass shall be automatically removed when RCS l
pressure exceeds 1800 psig. i

** Trip function may be bypassed in this MODE with RCS pressure below
600 psig. Bypass shall be automatically removed when RCS pressure
exceeds 600 psig.

*** DELETED
|

I **** This instrumentation, or the containment purge and exhaust system
. noble gas monitor (with the containment purge and exhaust system'

in operation), must be OPERABLE during CORE ALTERATIONS or
movement of irradiated fuel within containment to meet the
requirements of Technical Specification 3.9.4. When using the
containment purge and exhaust system noble gas monitor, SFAS is
not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 6.

***** All functional units may be bypassed for up to one minute when
starting each Reactor Coolant Pump or Circulating Water Pump.,

o*****; When either Decay Heat Isolation Valve is open.

i The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable. |

ACTION STATEMENTS
<

ACTION 10 - With the number of OPERABLE functional units one less than the |

Total Number of Units, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may proceed I

provided both of the following conditions are satisfied:

The inoperable functional unit is placed in the trippeda.
condition within one hour.4

b. The Minimum Units OPERABLE requirement is met; however, one
additional functional unit may be bypassed for up to 2 hours
for surveillance testing per Specification 4.3.2.1.1.

ACTION 11 - With any component in the Output Logic inoperable, trip the
associated components within one hour or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

FORINFORMATION ONIY
DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-12 Amendment No. 28, 27, 52, 142,

=1 % , 159,. 186r 211
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;

; THIS PAGE PROVIDED
TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ACTION STATEMENTS,

! ACTION 12 - With the number of OPERABLE Units one less than the Total Number
of Units, restore the inoperable functional unit to OPERABLE
status within 48 hours or be in at least HOT STAN08Y within the !

i next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
! l

ACTION 13 - a. With less than the Minimum Units OPERABLE and reactor
| coolant pressure 1438 psig, both Decay Heat Isolation

Valves (OH11 and DH12) shall be verified closed.

b. With Less than the Minimum Units OPERABLE and reactor
; coolant pressure < 438 psig operation may continue; however,'

the functional unit shall be OPERABLE prior to increasing
| reactor coolant pressure above 438 psig.

ETION 14 - With less than the Minimum Units OPERABLE and reactor coolant i
.

i pressure < 438 psig, operation may continue; however, the
j functional unit shall be OPERABLE prior to increasing reactor

coolant pressure above 438 psig, or the inoperable functional unit
shall be placed in the tripped state.i

ACTION 15 - a. With the number of OPERABLE units one less than the Minimum
Units Operable per Bus, place the inoperable unit in the
tripped condition within one hour. For functional unit 4.a
the sequencer shall be placed in the tripped condition by
physical removal of the sequencer module. The inoperable
functional unit may be bypassed for up to 2 hours for
surveillance testing per Specification 4.3.2.1.1.

b. With the number of OPERABLE units two less than the Minimum
Units Operable per Bus, declare inoperable the Emergency
Diesel Generator associated with the functional units not
meeting the required minimum units OPERABLE and take the
ACTION required of Specification 3.8.1.1.

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-12a Amendment No.-28, 52, 102,
-13, 211
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TABLE 3.3-4

y SArtTY FEATURES ACTUAfl0N SYSTEM INSTRUMENTAfl0N TRIP $ETPOINi$ % :c
E Md .

_rUNCil0NAL tHili TRIP StiPOINT ALLOWA8LE YALUES
. "

m an=4e
g INSTRUMENT STRINGS gg

a. Contaleveent Radiation ;gy C#3 < 4 m Background at RATED < An Sackground at |
.

''

#
TilERMAL POWER RAi[D THERMAL. POWEA"g"""
1 8.4 psla i 18.52 psla#1b. Contaltunent Pressure - liigh

c. Containment Pressure - liigh-High N 1 38.4 psla i 38.52 psla#

d. RCS Pressure . Ldv t 1620.75 psig i 1615.75 psig#

e. RCS Pressure . Low-Low ML 420.75 psig t 415.75 psig# !$
O >u

2. f. BWST Level egg > 89.5 and < 10G.S In. H O t 88.3 and
'

2g === 1101.7 in.110 I .

"
2 ,

E SEQll[NCE LOGIC CHANNELS M
@ NO

a. EssentialausreederareskerTrip(901) t 3744 volts for t 3558 volts[ 3

< 7.8 sec < 7.8 secg
s~ b. Oleset Generator Start. Lead shed on i,

EssentialBus(59tf 2071.and 4 24$0 volts g 2071 and i 2450*

h for 0.5 + 0.1 see volts for (~

% 0.5 + 0.1 sec,-

!
.

>

IMitRLOCK CllANNELS

b
i

s. Becay llaat isolation. Valve < 438 psig ,443 p3tgre
g and Pressbrlzer lleater ;

I

iI
Allowable Value for CllANNEL RINCTIONAL TEST and CIW0tEL CAllBRAfl0M.

* Referenced to the center 11na of Dill) and Ditt,.,
!

!

!
:

I
- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ - - --________- -______- - -________ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ - - _ _ - . _ - _ . _
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;

:TABLE 3.3-5
i

SAFETY FEATURES SYSTEM REPONSE TIMES
i

!

+

INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION !

iI
RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS

Tills PAGE PROVIDED
'- "-

- '~

' FO TION OM
'

.

; 1. Emergency Vent Fan
2. Containment Cooler Fan NA

,

b. HV & AC Isolation Valves,

p

1. ECCS Room
NA2. Emergency Ventilation

i NA3. Containment Air Sample NA4. Containment Purge,

NA5. Pentration Room Purge NA

c. Control Room HV & AC Units NA

d. High Pressure Injection I,

.

1. High Pressure Injection Pumps NA
,

; 2. Eigh Pressure Injection Valvas NA
,

Component Cooling Watere.

1. Component Cooling Water Pumps NA2. Component Cooling Aux. Equip. Inlet Valves NA3. Component Cooling to Air Compressor Valves NA

f. Service Water System

1. Service Water Pumps NA2. Service Water From Component Cooling
Hest Exchanger Isolation Valves NA

3 Con'tainment Spray Isolation Valves NA

h. Emergency Diesel Generator
NA

i. Containment Isolation Valves

1. Vacuum Relief NA2. Normal Sump NA3. RCS Letdown Delay Coil Outlet NA4. RCS Letdown High Temperature NA

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-14
!
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TABLE 3.3-5 (Continued)

SAFETY FEATURES SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES

INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION
RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS

i. Containment Isolation Valves (cont'd)

5. Pressurizer Sample NA
6. Service Water to Cooling Water NA

| 7. Vent Header NA
8. Drain Tank NA

i 9. Core Flood Tank Vent NA
| 10. Core Flood Tank Fill NA!

11. Steam Generator Sample NA
.

12. Quench Tank NA |

13. Emergency Sump NA
14 RCP Seal Return NA
15. Air Systems NA !

16. N, System NA
| 17. QGench Tank Sample NA

18. RCP Seal Inlet NA
19. Core Flood Tank Sample NA
20. RCP Standpipe Demin Water Supply NA
21.

Containment H( Dilution Inlet
NA

22. Containment Dilution Outlet NA

j. BWST Outlet Valves NA

k. Low Pressure Injection

1. Decay Heat Pumps NA
'2. Low Pressure Injection Valves NA
3. Decay Heat Pump Suction Valves NA
4. Decay Heat Cooler Outlet Valves NA
5. Decay Heat Cooler Bypass Valves- NA

1. Containment Spray Pump NA

m. Component Cooling Isolation Valves

1. Inlet to Containment NA
2. Outlet from Containment MA
3. Inlet to CIDH's NA
4. CRDH Booster Pump Suction NA
5. Component Cooling free Decay Heat

' " " "

| Tills PAGE R10VIDED
l FORINFORMATION ONLY

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-15 Amendment No. I12. AAA I E
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i

TABI.E 3.3-5 (Continued)

| SAFETY FEATURES SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES |

|

I
INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION

RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS,

! 2. Containment Pressure - High I

a. Fans

1. Emergency Vent Fans I
2. Containment Cooler Fans 1 25* )

1 45*
b. HV & AC Isolation Valves

1. ECCS Room
< 75*2. Emergency Ventilation

3. Containment Air Sample 1 75*
4 Containment Purge 5 30*
5. Penetration Room Purge i 15*

1 75*
Control Room HV & AC Unitsc.

i 10*
d. High Pressure Injection

1. High Pressure Injection Pumps
2. High Pressure Injection Valves 5,30*

1 30*
Component Cooling Watere.

1. Component Cooling Water Pumps 1 180*2. Component Cooling Aux. Equip. Inlet Valves 1 180*3. Component Cooling to Air Compressor Valves 1 180*
f. Service Water System

I

1. Service Water Pumps |

1 45*2. Service Water From component Cooling
Heat Exchanger Isolation Valves

1 NA*
g. Containment Spray Isolation Valves 5,80*
h. Emergency Diesel Generator

i 15*

11I13 PAGE PROVIDED

FORINFORMAll0N DE
I

DAVIS-EESSE, UNIT 1 3/e 3-16 Amendment No. 114
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:

TABLE 3.3-5 (Continued)

SAFETY FEATURES SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES

i

INITIATING SIGNAL AND RTNCTION
RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS

2. Containment Pressure - High (Continued)

1. Containment Isolation Valves

1. Vacuum Relief n suas w uwu ===
2. Normal Sump 325*3. RCS Letdown Delay Coil Outlet < 30*i 4. RCS Letdown High Temperature 530*5. Pressurizer Sample ;

1 48*6. Service Water to Cooling Water < 45*7. Vent Header 2-15*
,

8. Drain Tank i 15*9. Core Flood Tank Vent i 15*4

10. Core Flood Tank Fill 7 15*
,

; 11. Steam Generator Sample 515*'

12. Quench Tank
'

< 15*13. Emergency Sump ~

NA*'

14. RCP Seal Return < 45*15. Air System i 15*16. N2 System i15*17. Quench Tank Sample
18. RCP Seal Inlet 5 35*

< 17*19. Core Flood Tank Sample 515*20. RCP Standpipe Demin Water Supply 5 15*21. Containment H2 Dilution Inlet 5 75*22. Containment H2 Dilution outlet 5 75*
j. BWST Outlet Valves NA*

k. Low Pressure Injection

1. Decay Heat Pumps
5 30*2. Low Pressure Injection Valves
5 NA*3. Decay Heat Pump Suction Valves
5 NA4. Decay Heat' Cooler Outlet Valves
1 NA*5. Decay Heat Cooler Bypass Valves
1 NA*

3. Containment Pressure--High-High

Containment Spray Pumpa.
5 80*

b. Component Cooling Isolation Valves

1. Inlet to Containment 5 25*2. Outlet from Containment 1 25*

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-17 Amendment No. YTJ.JJ4. |
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,

TABLE 3.3-5 (Continued)

SAFETY FEATURES SYSTEM PISPONSE TIMES.

j INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION
RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS

b. Component Cooling Isolation Valves (Continued)

3. Inlet to CRDM's < 35*4. CRDM Booster Pump Suction 2 354
'

5. Component Cooling from Decay Heat le N

4. RCS Pressure-Low l

FORINFORMA110N DE
- '-

1. Emergency Vent Fans
2. Containment Cooler' Fans 1 25*

< 45*
b. HV & AC Isolation Valves

1. ECCS Room < 75*2. Emergency Ventilation
575*3. Containment Air Sample
5 30*4. Containment Purge i 15*5. Penetration Room Purge
1 75*

c. Control Room HV & AC Units 1 10*
d. High Pressure Injection

1. High Pressure Injection Pumps 1 30*2. High Pressure Injection Valves
5 30*

Component Cooling Watere.

1. Component Cooling Water Pumps i 180*2. Component Cooling Aux. Equipment Inlet
Valves < 180*3. Component Cooling to Air Compressor Valves 5180*

f. Service Water. System

1. Service Water Pumps 1 45*2. Service Water from Component Cooling Heat
Exchanger Isolation Valves

i NA*
g. Containment Spray Isolation Valves

1 80*
h. Emergency Diesel Generator i 15*

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-18 Amendment No. 114
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TABLE 3.3-5 (Continued)

SAFETY FEATURES SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES

INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION Tf. M ON M N IN N
|QW IMUL I nvulphp4. RCS Pressure-Low (continued) ,

!

i. Containment Isolation Valves

1. Vacuum Relief < 30*
2. Normal Sump 525*3. RCS Letdown Delay Cof1 Outlet < 30*
4. RCS Letdown High Temperature 530*5. Pressurizer Sample 5 45*6. Service Water to Cooling Water 5 45*7. Vent Header < 15*
8. Drain Tank i 15*9. Core Flood Tank Vent i 15*
10. Core Flood Tank Fill 7 15*
11. Steam Generator Sample 515*12. Quench Tank
13. Emergency Sump ~< 15*

NA*
14 Air Systems 5 15*15. N2 System 5 15*16. Quench Tank Sample 5 35*17. Core Flood Tank Sample 5 15*18. RCP Standpipe Demin Water Supply 5 15*19. Containment H2 Dilution Inlet 5 75*20. Containment H2 Dilution Outlet 5 75*

j. BWST Outlet Valves NA*

5. RCS Pressure--Low-Low

Low Pressure Injectiona.

1. Decay Heat Pumps 5 30*2. Low Pressure Injection Valves 5 NA*3. Decay Heat Pump Suction Valves ,5 NA*4. Decay Heat Cooler Outlet Valves
5 NA*5. Decay Heat Cooler Bypass Valves 5 NA*

b. Component Cooling Isolation Valves

1. Auxiliary Equipment Inlet 5 90*2. Inlet to Air Compressor 5 90*3. Component Cooling from Decay Heat Cooler 5 NA*
'

c. Containment Isolation Valves

1. RCP Seal Return 5 45*2. RCP Seal Inlet i 17*
i

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3 / l. 3-19 Amendment No. Jh.AAC. AIdel33
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|
,

TABLE 3.3-5 (Continued)

SAFETY FEATUrtES SYSTEM RESPONSE Til1ES I

INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION
RESPONSE T!!4E IN SECONOS

6. Containment Radiation - High

a. Emergency Yent fans < 25*
b. HV & AC ! solation Valves

1. ECCS Room < 75*2. Emergency Ventilation 7 75*3. Containment Air Sample 7 30*
4 Containment Purge 7 15*5. Penetration Room PJrge { 75*

c. Control Room NY &~ AC Units < 10'

TABt.E NOTATION

*
Diesel generator starting and sequence loading delays included when
applicable. Response time Ilmit includes movement of valves and
attainment of pump or blower discharge pressure.

4

'

g ph6E PRQ110E0

f0RINf0RgBMBHU

i

' DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-20 Amendment No. 40
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Di 8
Uh TABLE 4.3-2

'

$
. SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS"'

E CHANNEL MODES IN WHICH-

[ CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CAllBRATION TEST REOUIRED
1. INSTRUMENT STRINGS

a. Containment Radiation - High S RE M 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 #

b. Containment Pressure - High S RE M(2) 1, 2, 3

c. Containment Pressure - High-High S RE M(2) I, 2, 3

R d. RCS Pressure - Low S R M 1,2, 3

e. RCS Pressure - Low-Low S R M 1, 2, 3^

Y f. BWST Level- Low-Low S RE M 1, 2, 3 !

$
~~

.

2. OUTPUT LOGIC
a. Incident Level #1: Containment

Isolation S Rg M 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 #

b. Incident Level #2: High Pressure ;

g Injection and Starting Diesel

g Generators S Rg M 1, 2, 3, 4

c. Incident Level #3: Low Pressureg
@ Injection S RE M 1, 2, 3, 4
" d. Incident Level #4: Containment
5 Spray S RE M 1, 2, 3, 4
'

Incident Level #5: Containmente.
d
,

Sump Recirculation Permissive S RE M 1, 2, 3, 4

.S 3. MANUAL ACTUATION
s a. SFAS (Except Containment Spray NA NA M(1) I, 2, 3, 4, 6 #
*
. and Emergency Sump Recirculation)

b. Containment Spray NA NA M(1) 1, 2, 3

4. SEQUENCE LOGIC CHANNELS S NA M 1, 2, 3, 4



2
%'h:e
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3E TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)
G w
hi SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
O!
m
-

CHANNEL MODES IN WHICH
liii CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCEZ FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST REOUIRED-

5. INTERLOCK CHANNELS

a. Decay Heat Isolation Valve S R ** 1. 2. 3
b. Pressurizer Heater S R ** 3 ##a

2

**See Specification 4.5.2.d.1

TABLE NOTATION

(1) Manual actuation switches shall be tested at least once per REFUEL'ING;INTE_RVAU 46
months during shutdcwn. All other circuitry associated with manual safeguards,8f actuation shall receive a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days.

-

$ (2) The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include exercising the transmitter by applying either
[ vacuum or pressure to the appropriate side of the transmitter.
.o

# These surveillance requirements in conjunction with those of Section 4.9.4 apply duringm
*

CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel within the containment only if using
-

b? the SFAS area radiation monitors listed in Table 3.3-3. Items la. 2a. and 3a. in lieu'

of the containment purge and exhaust system noble gas monitor.m
"
.

## When either Decay Heat Isolation Valve is open.
.

. . _ - - _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ - _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - _ - - - _ - - . _ _ _ .a -
- m v
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INSTRUMENTATION

STEAM AND FEEDWATER RUPTURE CONTROL SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
i

!

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION :

|

| 3.3.2.2 The Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System (SFRCS) instrumentation channels

| shown in Table 3.3-11 shall be OPERABLE with their trip setpoints set consistent with the
values shown in the Trip Setpoint column of Table 3.3-12 and with RESPONSE TIMES as
shown in Tabk 3.3-13.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2 and 3.

ACTION:
!

I

a. With a SFRCS instrumentation channel trip setpoint less conservative than the
value shown in the Allowable Values column of Table 3.3-12, declare the channel
inoperable and apply the applicable ACTION requirement of Table 3.3-11, until
the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with the trip setpoint adjusted
consistent with the Trip Setpoint value,

b. With a SFRCS instrumentation channel inoperable, take the action shown in
Table 3.3-11.

1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.3.2.2.1 Each SFRCS instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the
performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST during the MODES and at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-11.

4.3.2.2.2 The logic for the bypasses shall be demonstrated OPERABLE during the at power
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of channels affected by bypass operation. The total bypass
function shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per REFUEL 1NG'INTERVAD M 1

meaOa during CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing of each channel affected by bypass ;

operation.

4.3.2.2.3 The STEAM AND FEEDWATER RUPTURE CONTROL SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME of each SFRCS function shall be demonstrated to be within the limit at least once per

SEFUEL_I_NG INTERyAD 18 monia. Each test shall include at least one channel per functionU
such that all channels are tested at least once every N times the REFUELIljG INTERVAi! M
months where N is the total number of redundant channels in a specific SFRCS function as
shown in the " Total No. of Channels" Column of Table 3.3-11.

!

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-23 Amendment No.
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TABLE 3.3-11 h

'
;$

uU
E STEAM AND FEEDUATER RUPTURE CONTROL SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

I
1

M
*

HINIHUN Ig TOTAL NO. CHANNELS CHANNELSA FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS TO TRIP OPERABLE ACTION

1. Main Steam Pressure I
"

Low Instrument Channels * 2 1 2 163 |
a. PS 36898 Steam Line 1 Channel 1 !

|

tb. PS 3689D Steam Line 2 Channel 1

==T"E M -

c. PS 3689F Steam Line 1 Channel 1 Qg
R M ""/3

'"

Cs-

y d. PS 3689H Steam Line 2 Channel 1 I

Z "T"1
'

i

C:|2 D*
e. PS 3687A Steam Line 2 Channel 2 ff3

TT1

f. PS 3687C Steam Line 1 Channel 2 L

q ;
$ "N
U C2gQ g. PS 3687R Steam Line 2 Channel 2

k O
,

g
2 h. PS 3687G Steam Line 1 Channel 2 PT1 ,

Q
n i~
*
a

*

,

w,---_ = _ _ - - - - .- - - - - --_ _ - - - - - - _ - _
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TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued) 8 '

I w
as

U STEAN AND FEEDUATER RUPTURE CONTROL SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

fi :

h HINIMUH
TOTAL NO. CHANNELS CHANNELSH FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS TO TRIP OPERABLE ACTIONs

2. Feedvater/ Steam Generator
Differential Pressure - Righ i

Instrument Channels 2 1 2 161| i

a. PDS 2685A Feedvater/ Steam Generator 2 Channel 2
PDS 26858 Feedvater/ Steam Generator 2 Channel 2 !

y b. PDS 2685C Feedwater/ Steam Generator 2 Channel 1 !

* PDS 2685D Feedwater/ Steam Generator 2 Channel 1 !,

Y' .

3 c. PDS 2686A Feedwater/ Steam Generator 1 Channel 1
,

PDS 26868 Feedwater/ Steam Generator 1 Channel 1 l

:
1d. PDS 2686C Feedwater/ Steam Generator 1 Channel 2 ;

PDS 2686D Feedvater/ Steam Generator 1 Channel 2

g 3. Steam Generator i

Level - Low Instrument Channels 2 1 2 161

h a. LSLL SP988 Steam Generator 1 Channel 1

Tills PAGE PROVIDED
LSLL SP989 Steam Generator 1 Channel 1a

-

b. LSLL SP9A6 Steam Generator 2 Channel 1*

? LSLL SP9A7 Steam Generator 2 Channel 1

C c. LSLL SP9A8 Steam Cenerator 2 Channel 2 - "" "" ' " w s u m.s
*

LSLL SP9A9 Steam Generator 2 Channel 2

:

.

___.___________.._..____ _ ____ _ _.__.___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued) b I

h O !

f, STEAN AND FEEDUATER RUPTURE C0ffrROL SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
|5

m
M t
*

HININUH [
@ TOTAL NO. CHANNELS CHANNELS i

U Fl#tCTIONAL 19 TIT OF CBANNELS TO TRIP OPERABLE ACTIOff i

-
-

i

3. Steam Generator
,

'

t.evel - Low Instrument *

Channels (continued)
i

d. LSLL SF986 Steam Generator 1 Channel 2 !

LSLL SF987 Steam Generator 1 Channel 2 [

4. 14ss of RCP Channels 2 1 2 161

5. Manual Initiation (Push buttons) :y
" ,

* '

a. Initiate AFFT 11 1 1 g gy
|b. Initiate AFFT 12 1 1 g y

c. Initiate AFFT 81 and Isolate SG It 1 1 g gy |
d. Initiate AFFT 82 and Isolate SC 12 1 1 3 37 !

.|

!t
g !

! Tills PAGE PROVIDED i

r FORINFORMAIl0N ONI.Y !,
,

_

|
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:

i
!

j TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued)

j TABLE NOTATION

o May be bypassed when steam pressure is belov 750 psig. Bypass shall be
automatically removed when the steam pressure exceeds 800 psig.

! # The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

ACTION STATEMENTS
1

ACTION 16 Vith the number of OPERABLE Channels one less than the-

: Total Number of Channels, STARTUP and/or POVER OPERATION
.! may proceed until performance of the next required CHANNEL

FUNCTIONAL TEST provided the inoperable section of the
I channel is placed in the tripped condition within 1 hour.

ACTION 17 - Vith the number of OPERABLE Channels one less than the
Total Number of Channels, restore the inoperable channel to

'

OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY vithin the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOVH vithin
the following 30 hours.

ylls PAGE PROVIDED

FORINFORtAATION ONU

i

DAVIS-BESSE. UNIT 1 3/4 3-27 Amendment No. /37 NM/$35,157
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l' TABLE 3.3-12

!

h STEAM AND FEEDWATER RUPTURE CONTROL SYSTEM i
H INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

s

~
t

FUNCTIONAL UNITS TRIP SETPOINTS ALLOWABl.E VALUES ,

41. Steam Line Pressure - Low 1 591.6;psig 2 591.6 psig*
586.6 psig** I>

2. Steam Generator Level - LowU 1 16.4" > 15.6"*
'-

1 12.9"** *

3. Steam Generator Meedwater
Differential Pressure - High 5 197.6 psid 5 197.6 psid*

m

on $ 199.6 psid**
4. Reactor Coolant Pumps - Loss of Iligh 5 1384.6 amps 5 1384.6 amps #

Low 2 106.5 amps 1 106.5 amps #

Actual water level above the lower steam generator tubesheet.
.

Where differential pressure is steam generator minus feedwater pressure. |k * Allowable Value for CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST"
** Allowable Value for CilANNEL CALIBRATION
# Allowable Value for CIIANNEI. FUNCTIONAL TEST and CilANNEL CALIBRATION

-

.

: THIS PAGE PROVIDED i
-

.

..

;
FORINFORMATION ONLY '
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TABLE 3.3-13

STEAM AND FEEDVATER RUPTURE CONTROL SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES

ACTUATED EQUIPMENT RESPONSE TIME IN SEC0tIDS

1. Auxiliary Feed Pump < 40

2. Main Steam Isolation Valves *

a. Main Steam Low Pressure Channels <6
!

b. Feedvater/ Steam Generator High -

| Differential Pressure Channels < 6.5

3. Main Feedvater Valves

a. Main Control <8
b. Startup Control < 13
c. Stop Valve 316

4. Turbine Stop Valves ** <1 g

The response time is to be the time elapsed from the monitored*

variable exceeding the trip setpoint until the MSIV is fully
closed. '

|

The response time is to be the time elapsed from the main steam**

line low pressure trip condition until the TSV is fully closed.

THIS PAGE PROVIDED

FORINFORMATION ONLY

,

|

DAVIS-BESSE UNIT 1 3/4 3-29 Amendment No. 119, 125
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A TABLE 4.3-11
M

STEAM AND FEEDWATER RUPTURE CONTROL SYSTEM-

INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTSz

-

CHANNEL

CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL

FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST

y 1. Instrument Channel

a. Steam Line Pressure - Low S RE M

b. Steam Generator Level - Low S, R M

c. Steam Generator - Feedwater S RE M

Differential Pressure - High

d. Reactor Coolant Pumps - Loss of S RE M

[ 2. Manual Actuation NA NA R

.

.

.

.

w

_
_ . _
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INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

, RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

FORINFORMATION ONLY
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

| 3.3.3.1 The radiation monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table
3.3-6 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm / trip setpoints within the
specified limits.

1

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-6.

ACTION:

a. With a radiation monitoring channel alarm / trip setpoint
exceeding the value shown in Table 3.3-6, adjust the ;

setpoint to within the limit within 4 hours or declare
|the channel inoperable.
|

b. With one or more radiation monitoring channels inoperable. |
take the ACTION shown in Table 3.3-6.

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not
applicable.

i

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.1 Each radiation monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations during the modes at
the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-3.

l

I

DAVIS-Bi.SSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-31
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G
Y'
as
y TABLE 3.3-6
N i

RADIATION HONITORING INSTRUMENTATION-

!d
MINIMUN

" ,

CHANNELS APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MEASUREMENT
'

t

INSTRUNENT OPERABLE MODES SRTPOINT RANGE ACTION I
*

1. AREA MONITORS }
t

a. Fuel Storage Pool Area
Emergency Ventilation I

System Actuation 1 ** < 2 x background 0.1 - 10 ar/hr 22 |
!2. PROCESS HONITORS j

U
e. a. Containment |
w 1. Gaseous Activity

iO RCS Leakage ;" 6Detection 1 1, 2, 3, & 4 Not Applicable 10 - 10 cpm 21 | |
11. Particulate Activity I

& RCS Leakage
0@ Detection 1 1, 2, 3, & 4 Not Applicable 10 - 10 cpm 21 1 I

O *

i THIS PAGE PROVIDED
'

h aaulth tuel in the storage pool or building

f

:

!

,
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i TABLE 3.3-6 (Continued)<

, TABLE NOTATION

ACTION 21 - Vith the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by I

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply vith the
ACTION requirements of Specification 3.4.6.1.

f ACTION 22 - Vith the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by I
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the

>

j ACTION requirements of Specification 3.9.12.
!

THIS PAGE PROVIDED!

FORINFORMATION ON'

|

|

f

j

;

i

1

,

4
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!

'Iyhc
TABLE 4.3-3

W se L

*{y RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

k U !
m >

.

.M CHANNEL MODES IN WHICH |,

CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE tc-

% INSTRUMENT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST RE0VIRED [
i~

1. AREA MONITORS i
!

a. Fuel Storage Pool Area i
Emergency Ventilation (System Actuation S ER H **

i

R 2. PROCESS MONITORS -f"
i

[ a. Containment !
^ i. Gaseous Activity {'

RCS Leakage Detection S ER M 1. 2. 3 & 4

1i. Particulate Activity. ff RCS Leakage Detection S ER H 1. 2. 3 & 4 [
a. t

8 i
a
!?
.

**With fuel in the storage pool or building
!

i
I

I
!
i

t

_ - _ - - _ - - - _ _ - - - - - _ - . .-. -.
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I

INSTRUMENTATION "

REMOTE SHUTDOWN INSTRUMENTATION

! LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
| 3.3.3.5.1 The remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3-9 shall
j be OPERABLE with readouts displayed external to the control room.

3.3.3.5.2 The control circuits and transfer switches required for a serious control room or cable
spreading room fire shall be OPERABLE.

|
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2 and 3.

ACTION:

a. With the number of OPERABLE remote shutdown monitaring channels less than
required by Table 3.3-9, either restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE
status within 30 days, or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

b. With one or more control circuits or transfer switches required for a serious
control room or cable spreading room fire inoperable, restore the inoperable
circuit (s) or switch (es) to OPERABLE status within 30 days, or prepare and
submit a Special Report to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within
the next 30 days outlining the action taken, the cause of the inoperability, and the
plans and schedule for restoring the circuit (s) or switch (es) to OPERABLE status.-

I

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.c.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
4.3.3.5.1 Each remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION
operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-6.

4.3.3.5.2 At least once per MO@ VAL IS moda, verify each control circuit and
transfer switch required for a serious control room or cable spreading room fire is capable of
performing the intended function.

!
.

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-43 Amendment No.187
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I

(
?Q b

c, TABLE 3.3-9

h mu$ !

Y REMOTE SHUTDOWN HONITORINC INSTRIMENTATION

|||
m"
,e=

,

READOUT NEASUREMENT CRANNEI.S
|

MININUM
INSTRUMENT }

E LOCATION RANCE OPERABLE i1. Reactor Trip Breaker Indication (a) 480v F&DC CH. 2 OPEN-CIDSE
*-

Switchgear Room (a) 1 (Trip Breaker A) I

!
,

(b) 480v E&DC CH. 1 !

Switchgear Room (b) 1 (Trip Breaker B) ;

'

(c) 480v F&DC CH. 2 i
Switchgear Room (c) 1 (Trip Breaker C)

i
'

u t

5 (d) CRDC Cabinet Room (d) 1 (Trip Breaker D)
w 2. Reactor Coolant Temperature - Hot Leg Auu. Shutdown Panel $20-620 *F 11 ?

* i

3. Reactor Coolant System Pressure Aux. Shutdown Panel 0-3000 peig 1
!

}4. Pressuriser Level
iAux. Shutdown Panel 0-320 inches t
'

5. Steen Cenerator Outlet Steam Pressure Aux. Shutdown Panel 0-1200 peig 1/steen generator !6. Steam Cenerator Level Startup Range Aux. Shutdown Panel 0-250 inchee 1/eteen generator j7. Control Red Position Switches Control Rod Drive 0, 25, 50. 75 1/ rod !g
C! Control Cabinete. and 2001

System Logic

i " " " ' " j

IIIIS PAGE PROVIDED
t

B
.

FORINFORMATION DNIY !
=
e
; '

o
i

|

i
-
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!

!

?
w x$e i

2 ;

7 33 iTABLE 4.3-6
'Es 6 :

E5 \$
REMOTE SHIITD0VN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS "p

-

I
.

:
-

CHANNEL CHANNEL
INSTRUMENT [

CBECK CALIBRATION

1. Reactor Trip Breaker Indication N N.A.
i

'.
2. Reactor Coolant Temperature-Bot Legs N R

3. Reactor Coolant System Pressure M R

!4. Pressurizer Level N RM :

{ 5. Steam Generator Outlet Steam Pressure H R !

!

t

b 6. Steam Generator Startup Range Level N R

7. Control Rod Position Switches N N.A.
!

,

r Tills PAGE PROVIDED |
I FORINFORMATION ONIY |
0 '

!
-

% i
-

*
,

,

!

m'
o

!

i

|
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1

INSTRUMENTATION

POST-ACCIDENT HONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
s

--

,

!

3.3.3.6 The post-accident monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
i

Table 3.3-10 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.
I

ACTION:
1

With the number of OPERABLE post-accident monitoring instrumentationa.
channels less than the Minimum Channels OPERABLE required by Table |

3.3-10. either restore the inoperable channel to OPERA 8LE status
within 30 days, or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.
,

|
4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.6 Each post-accident monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by perfonnance of the CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-10.

HIS PAGE PROUDED

FORINFORM10N ONlY I

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 3-46 Amendment No. 167
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9. hVABLE 3.3-10 ;c

$ POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION ~$
ue

a 8a,
MINIMUM CHANNELS 4

INSTRUMENT
OPERABLE

~
1. SG Outlet Steam Pressure 1/ Steam Generator

-

E
q 2. RC Loop Outlet Temperature 2/ Loop
-

3. RC Loop Pressure 2/ Loop

4. Pressurizer Level 2

5. SG Startup Range Level 2/ Steam Generator

6. Containment Vessel Post-Accident Radiation 2w
2

7. High Pressure Injection Flow 1/ Channely

8. Low Pressure Injection (DHR) Flow 1/ Channel

9. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate 2/ Steam Generator

10. RC System Subcooling Margin Monitor i

11. PORV Position Indicator i NM
F Q "E"
1 12. PORV Block Valve Position Indicator 1 N """"== gB
$ 13. Pressurizer Safety Valve Position Indicator 1/ Valve M"

ME 14. BWST Level 3 JEBk NO15. Containment Normal Sump Level 1 g=rg-

'g 16. Containment Wide Range Water Level 1 g
h ~N

h C:3-

= =:
.

C:D - |O !g m !Q C3 i

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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'! I Altl i 3. 3-lil ICamt inut91) "$,

"i o'(' l.'.(ISi- ACC1111 N. I f.5)NI TultING I.NST.ittlMI NTA.T. Ifl.N D,
.

.

MINIMUM CllANNELSv.

1" lHSTRilMENT OPERABLE

| 17. Containment Alde Range Pressure 1

~
18. Incore Thermocouples- 2 per core quadrant

; 19. Reactor Coolant flot Leg Level (Wide Range) 1

20. Neutron flux (Wide Range)
1

21. Neutron Flux (Source Range)
1

R.
Y
e

-es --4
C=> E
||X|3 C f 3

t
-en ">CE

"
'

C||2 !

B W S|3'3a
,

::a2 rvi"

g i
O

""4

"h |<|3C3
"""m

R 83s
.? c||3 "g"="",

3 2 r1MI ;

Q C=3 '

:
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m~
$bg TABLE 4.3-10 0;<

@
POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS b

ww
A
$ O

CHANNEL CHANNEL.m INSTRUMENT
CHECK CALIBRATION

1. SG Outlet Steam Pressure M R
~ 2. RC Loop Outlet Temperature M R

3. RC Loop Pressure M R

4. Pressurizer Level M R

g 5. SG Startup Range Level M R

Y 6. Containment Vessel Post-Accident Radiation M R

7. High Pressure Injection Flow M ER

8. Low Pressure Injection (DHR) Flow M ER

9. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate
M ERM3T

"3 10. RC System Subcooling Margin Monitor M R&
@ 11. PORV Position Indicrtor M R

y 12. PORV Block Valve Position Indicator M R

g 13. Pressurizer Safety Valve Position Indicator M R

14. BWST Level
S

.ER
-

15. Containment Normal Sump Level M R
y
*
.

O 16. Containment Wide Range Water Level M R*
.

- . _ _ - - _ -
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25 ia
'E %w

TABLE 4.3-10 (Continued)
Y T3 ;

to

U POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
'

v>
."'
C

3 CHANNEL CHANNEL

INSTRUMENT CHECK CALIBRATION -

-

-

17. Containment Wide Range Pressure M~ R !

18. Incore Thermocouples M ER
,

19. Reactor Coolant Hot Leg Level (Wide Range) M R
m
3::
a 20. Neutron Flux (Wide Range) M ER**

b
21. Neutron Flux (Source Range) M ER**

,

E '

8
$ ** Neutron detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. i

A
,

_

.T

.

N

i

!
!
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

CORE FLOODING TANKS

IiMITING C0f0ITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.1 Each reactor coolant system core flooding tank (CFT) shall be
| OPERABLE with:

a. The isolation valve open,

b. A contained barated water volume between 7555 and 8004 gallons of
borated water,'

c. 2 2600 and s 3500 ppm of boron, and
| |

d. A nitrogen cover-pressure of between 575 and 625 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3*. |
|

ACTION: I

a. With one CFT inoperable because of boron concentration not within
limits, restore the inoperable CFT to OPERABLE status within 72
hours or be in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and reduce the
RCS pressure to less than 800 psig within the following 12 hours.

I

b. With any CFT inoperable for reasons other than boron
concentration not within limits, restore the CFT to OPERABLE

I
status within one hour or be in HOT STANDBY'within the next 6 |

hours and reduce the RCS pressure to less than 800 psig within
the following 12 hours.

|

SURVEILLANCE RE0UIREMENTS

4.5.1 Each core flooding tank shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 12 hours by:

1. Verifying the contained borated water volume and nitrogen
cover-pressure in the tanks, and

2. Verifying that each tank isolation valve is open.

'With Reactor Coolant pressure > 800 psig.
!
|

|

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 5-1 Amendment No. -4M , 207
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

'

' SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS (Continued)
:
,

b. At least once per 31 days, and within 6 hours of each solution
volume increase of a 80 gallons that is not the result of
addition from the borated water storage tank (BWST). by verifyingt

the boron concentration of the CFT solution.
'

c. At least once per 31 days by verifying that power to the
.

; isolation valve operator is disconnected by locking the breakers
in the open position.'

i d. At least once per REFUEUINGITNTERVA018 mor.ths by verifying that i

! each core flooding"tshk-^f55Titi~6ri7alve o> ens automatically and is
interlocked against closing whenever the Reactor Coolant System.

pressure exceeds 800 psig.

:

:
-

,

|
i

l

l

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 6-2 Amendment No. 191
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THIS PAGE PROVIDED

DiERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - T ,, 1 280*F |

LlHITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.2 Two independent ECCS subsystems shall be OPERABLE with each
subsystem coagrised of:

a. One OPERABLE high pressure irdection (HPI) pump,

b. One OPERMLE low pressure irdection (LPI) purp.

One OPERABLE decay heat " cooler, andc.

d. An OPEPABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the
borated water storage tank (BWST) on a safety frdection signal
and asnually transferring suction to the containment sump during
the recirculation phase of operation. j

i

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1. 2 and 3.

ACTION:

a. With one ECCS subsystem inoperable, restore the inoperable
subsystem to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in HOT |

SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours. |

b. In the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the
Reactor Coolant System, a Special Report shall be prepared and
submitted to the Coutuission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2
within 90 days describing the circumstances of the actuation
and the total accumulated actuation cycles to,da,te.

'
,

1

SURVEILtANCE REOUIREMENTS j

4.5.2 Each ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPEPE LE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manugl.
power operated or automitic) in the flow path that is not looked,
sealed or otherwise secured in position is in its correct position.

DAVIS-BESSE. UNIT 1 3/4 5 3 Anendment No. A6.182
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Revised by NRC Letter Dated
June 6,1995

! SlJRVElllANCE REOUIREMENTS (continued)
.

! b. At least once per 18 months, or prior to operation after ECCS piping has been drained by |

verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water by venting the ECCS pump casings and

i discharge piping high points.* * |

By a visual inspection which verifies that no loose debris (rags, trash, clothing, etc.) isc.
present in the containment which could be transported to the containment emergency sump
and cause restriction of the pump suction during LOCA conditions. This visual inspection
shall be performed.

1

1. For all accessible areas of the containment prior to establishing CONTAINMENT |

INTEGRITY, and

2. For all areas of containment affected by an entry, at least once daily while work is
ongoing and again during the final exit after completion of work (containment

closcout) when CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is established.

d. At least once per Egg @LTiQItEBB1m31: :ncr.2 by: ADDill0NAL CHANGES PREVIOUSLY

PROPOSED BY LETTER

1. Verifying that the interlocks: Serial No. 2 3 83 Date 947/9c

a) Close DH-il and DH-12 and deenergize the pressurizer heaters, if either
,

DH-11 or DH-12 is open and a simulated reactcr coolant system pressure!

which is greater than the trip setpoint (<438 psig) is applied. The interlock to ,

close DH 11 and/or DH-12 is not required if the valve is closed and 480 V AC
power is disconnected from its motor operators,

b) Prevent the opening of DH-11 and DH-12 when a simulated or actual reactor
coolant system pressure which is greater than the trip setpoint (<438 psig) is
applied.

2. a) A visual inspection of the containment emergency sump which verifies that the
subsystem suction inlets are not restricted by debris and that the sump
components (trash racks, screens, etc.) show no evidence of structural distress
or Corrosion.

b) Verifying that on a Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) Low-Low Level
interlock trip, with the motor operators for the BWST outlet isolation valves
and the containment emergency sump recirculation valves energized, the
BWST Outlet Valve HV-DH7A (HV-DH7B) automatically close in 95
seconds after the operator manually pushes the control switch to open the

! Containment Emergency Sump Valve HV-DH9A (HV-DH9B) which should
be verified to open in 25 seconds. ADDITIONAL CHANGES PREVIOUSLY

PROPOSED BY LETTER
3. Deleted Serial No. 2 3 a t DateTlt2/9t.

The requirements of this Surveillance may be deferred until the Tenth Refueling Outage for the**

ECCS flowpath which does not have manual high point venting capability.

!

|
DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT I 3/4 5-4 Amendment No. 3,25,28,40,77,

|
135,182,195,196,208
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EMERGEffCY CORE C00llflG SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE001REMENTS (Continued)

4. Verifying that a minimum of 290 cubic feet of trisodium
| || phosphate dodecahydrate (TSP) is contained within the TSP!

storage baskets.

5. Deleted
|

6. Deleted
|

| e. At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by

| 1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path
actuates to its correct position on a safety injection test
signal.

2. Verifying that each HPI and LPI pump starts automatically
upon receipt of a SFAS test signal.

l
f. By performing a vacuum leakage rate test of the watertight

enclosure for valves DH-11 and DH-12 that assures the motor
operators on valves DH-11 and DH-12 will not be flooded for at
least 7 days following a LOCA:

1. At least once per 18 months.

!2. After each opening of the watertight enclosure. |

|

3. After any maintenance on or modification to the watertight
enclosure which could affect its integrity.

| !

By verifying the correct position of each mechanical positiong.
stop for valves DH-14A and DH-148. i

!

i

1. Within 4 hours following c' ompletion of the opening of the
valves to their mechanical position stop or following i

completion of maintenance on the valve when the LPI system
is required to be OPERABLE.

2. At least once per 18 months.

TlilS PAGE PROVIDED

FOR NFORNIATION ONlY

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 3/4 5-5 Amendment No. -26
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|

EMERGEtiCY CORE COOLft1G SYSTEMS

| SURVEILLAf1CE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

h. By performing a flow balance test, during shutdown, following
completion of modifications to the HPI or LPI subsystems that
alter the subsystem flow characteristics and verifying thefollowing flow rates:

HPI System - Single Pump

Injection Leg 1-1 31 75 gpm at 400 psig*
injection Leg 1-2 1 375 gpm at 400 psig*

Infection Leg 2-1 1 375 gpm at 400 psig*
Injection Leg 2-2 1375 gpm at 400 psig*

LPI System - Single Pump

Infection Leg 1 12650 gpm at 100 psig**
Injection Leg 2 12650 gpm at 100 p'sig**

R*

. eactor coolant pressure at the HPI nozzle in the reactor coolant
pump discharge.

**

Reactor coolant pressure at the core flood nozzle on the reactorvessel.

|

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT l 3/4 5-Sa Amend.nent No. 20
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WS PAGE PROVIDED
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

BASFS

3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM AND SAFETY SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the RPS, SFAS and SFRCS instrumentation systems ensure that
1) the associated action and/or trip will be initiated when the parameter
monitored by each channel or combination thereof exceeds its setpoint, 2) the
specified coincidence logic is maintained, 3) sufficient redundancy is
maintained to permit a channel to be out of service for testing or
maintenance, and 4) sufficient system functional capability is available for
RPS, SFAS and SFRCS purposes from diverse parameters.

The OPERABILITY of these systems is required to provide the overall1

reliability, redundance and diversity assumed available in the facility design
for the protection and mitigation of accident and transient conditions. The
integrated operation of each of these systems is consistent with the
assumptions used in the accident analyses.

The surveillance requirements specified for these systems ensure that the
overall system functional capability is maintained comparable to the original
design standards. .The periodic surveillance tests performed at the minimum
frequencies are sufficient to demonstrate this capability.

The measurement of response time at the specified frequencies provides
assurance that the RPS, SFAS, and SFRCS action function associated with each,

channel is completed within the time limit assumed in the safety analyses.
'

No !credit was taken in the analyses for those channels with response times Iindicated as not applicable.
,

Response time may be demonstrated by any series of sequential, overlapping or
total channel test measurements provided that such tests demonstrate the total
channel response time as defined. Sensor response time verification may be
demonstrated by either 1) in place, onsite or offsite test measurements or 2)
utilizing replacement sensors with certified response times.

The actuation logic for functional Units 4.a., 4.b., and 4.c. of Table 3.3-3, l

Safety Features Actuation System Instrumentation, is designed to provide
protection and actuation of a single train of safety features equipment,
essential bus or emergency diesel generator. Collectively, Functional Units
4.a., 4.b., and 4.c. function to detect a degraded voltage condition on either
of the two 4160 volt essential buses, shed connected loads, disconnect the
affected bus (es) from the offsite power source and start the associated
emergency diesel generator. In addition, if an SFAS actuation signal is
present under these conditions, the sequencer channels for the two SFAS
channels which actuate the train of safety features equipment powered by the
affected bus will automatically sequence these loads onto the bus to prevent
overloading of the emergency diesel generator. Functional Unit 4.a. has a

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 8 3'/4 3-1 Amendment No. ??, !?S,
(Next page is B 3/4 3-la) 4Eb 211
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION
i

BASES

3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM AND SAFETY SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION (Continued)

|

total of four units, one associated with each SFAS channel (i.e., two for each
essential bus). Functional Units 4.b. and 4.c. each have a total of four l

units, (two associated with each essential bus); each unit consisting of two
undervoltage relays and an auxiliary relay.

An SFRCS channel consists of 1) the sensing device (s), 2) associated logic and
output relays (including Isolation of Main Feedwater Hon Essential Valves and
Turbine Trip), and 3) power sources.

The SFRCS response time for the turbine stop valve closure is based on the
combined response times of main steam line low pressure sensors, logic cabinet

-

delay for main steam line low pressure signals and closure time of the turbine
stop valves. This SFRCS response time ensures that the auxiliary feedwater to
the unaffected steam generator will not be isolated due to a SFRCS low
pressure trip during a main steam line break accident.

Safety-grade anticipatory reactor trip is initiated by a turbine trip (above I

45 percent of RATED THERMAL POWER) or trip of both main feedwater pump
turbines. This anticipatory trip will operate'in advance of the reactor
coolant system high pressure reactor trip to reduce the peak reactor coolant
system pressure and thus reduce challenges to the pilot operated relief valve.
This anticipatory reactor trip system was installed to satisfy Item II.K.2.10
of NUREG-0737. The justification for the ARTS turbine trip anning level of
45% is given in BAW-1893, October, 1985.

IlilS PAGE PROVIDED

FORINFORMATION ONIY

I
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3 /4. 3 INSTRUMENTAT10N

BASES
>

3 /4.3.3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

i 3 /4.3.3.1 RADIATION HONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

i The OPERABILITY of the ra'diation monitoring channels ensures that 1) the
radiation levels are continually measured in the areas served by the
individual channels and 2) the alarm or automatic action is initiated when theradiation level trip setpoint is exceeded.

3/4.3.3.2 INCORE DETECTORS

The OPERABILITY of the incore detectors ensures that the measurements obtainedfrom u'se of this system accurately represent the spatial neutron flux
i

distribution of the reactor core.
of acceptable minimum incore detector arrangements.See Bases Figures 3-1 and 3-2 for examples

,

'

3 /4.3.3.3 SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION

Deleted
[

3/4.3.3.4 NETEOR0 LOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION

Deleted |

|

3 /4.3.3.5 REMOTE SHUTDOWN INSTRUMENTATION
I

Tha CPERABILITY of the remote shutdown instrumentation ensures that
sufficient capability is available to permit shutdown and maintenance of

THIS PAGE PROVIDED
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTAT10N

BASES

REMOTE SHUTDOWN INSTRUMENTATION (Continued)

HOT STANDBY of the facility from locatio'ns outside of the control room. Thiscapability is required in the event control room habitability is lost.

SR 4.3.3.5.2 verifies that each Remote Shutdown System transfer switch and
control circuit required for a serious control room or cable spreading room '

fire performs its intended function. This verification is performed from the
remote shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. This will ensure that if
the control room becomes inaccessible, the unit can be safely shutdown from I

i

the remote shutdown pane'. and the local control stations.
j

3/4.3.3.6 POST-Atc.lDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the post-accident monitoring instrumentation ensures that
sufficient infomation is available on selected plant parameters to monitor
and assess these variables following an accident. The containment Hydrogen
Analyzers, although they are considered part of the plant post-accident

!monitoring instrumentation, have their OPERABILITY requirements located in
S Ii pecification 3/4.6.4.1, Hydrogen Analyzers.

'

3/4.3.3.7 CHl0RINE DETECTION SYSTEMS - Deleted
I

3/4.3.3.8 FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION - Deleted

,!

.
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3/4 5 EMERGEffCY CORE C00litlG SYSTEMS (CCC

BASES

3/4.5.1 CORE Fl000iflG TAf1KS,

The OPERABILITY of each core flooding tank ensures that a sufficient
volume of borated water will be imediately forced into the reactor
vessel in the event the RCS pressure falls below the pressure of the
tanks. This initial surge of water into the vessel provides the initial
cooling mechanism during large RCS pipe ruptures.

The limits on volume, boron concentration and pressure ensure that the
assumptions used for core flooding tank injection in the safety analysis
are met.

The tank power operated isolation valves are considered to be
" operating bypasses in the context of IEEE Std. 279-1971, which requires
that bypasses of a protective function be removed automatically whenever
permissive conditions are not met. In addition; as these tank isolation
valves fall to meet single failure criteria, removal of power'to the I
.yalves is required.

The one hour limit for operation with a care flooding tank CFT)inoperable for reasons other than boron concentration not withi(n limits
minimizes the time the plant is exposed to a possible LOCA event
occurring with failure of a CFT, which may result in unacceptable peak i

claddin'g temperatures.
|

the condition |With boron concentration for one CFT not within limits, developedmust betcorrected within 72 hours. The 72 hour limit was
considering that the effects of reduced baron concentration on core
subcriticality during reflood are minor. Boiling of the ECCS water in
the core during reflood concentrates the boron in the saturated liquid
that remains in the core. In addition the volume of the CFTs is still
available foi injection. Since the bar,on requirements are based on the
average boron concentration of the total volume of both CFTs, the
consequences. are less severe than they would be if the contents of a CFT
were not available for injection.

The completion times to bring the plant to a H00E in which the
Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) does not apply are reasonable
based on operating experience. The completion times allow plant
conditions to be changed in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

CFT boron concentration sampling within 6 hours after an 80 gallon
volume increase will identify whether inleakage from the RCS has caused a
reduction in boron concentration to below the required limit. It is noti

necessary to . verify boron concentration if the added water inventory is!

from the borated water storage tank (BWST), because the water contained
in the BWST is within CFT boron concentration requirements.

3/4.5.2 and 3/4.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS

The operability of two independent ECCS subsystems with RCS average |temperature > 280 F ensures that sufficient emergency core cooling
capability will be available .in the event of a LOCA assuming the loss of
one subsystem through any sin'gle failure consideration. Either subsystem.

operating in con. junction with the core flooding tanks is capable of
supplying sufficient core cooling to maintain the peak cladding
temperatures within acceptable limits for all postulated break sizes
ranging from the double ended break of the largest RCS cold leg pipe
downward. In addition, each ECCS subsystem provides long term core-
cooling capability in the recirculation mode during the accident recovery
period

DAVIS-BESSE. UNIT 1 E 3/4 5-1 Amendment tio TA 19',
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With the RCS temperature below 280*F, one OPERABLE ECCS subsystem is
acceptable without single failure consideration on the basis of the
stable reactivity condition of the reactor and the limited core coolingrequiremen ts.

.

The Surveillance Requirements provided to ensure OPERABILITY of each'

component ensures that, at a minimum, the assumptions used in the safety
analyses are met and that subsystem OPERA 8ILITY is maintained.

The function of the trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate (TSP) cont.ained in
baskets located in the containment normal sump or on the 565' elevation of

' containment adjacent to the normal sump, is to neutralize the acidity of
.

'

the post-LOCA borated water mixture during containment emergency sumprecirculation.
nominal pH value of approximately 5.The barated water storage tank (BWST) borated water has a'

Raising the borated water mixture to
a pH value of 7 will ensure that chloride stress corrosion does not occur
in austenitic stainless steels in the event that chloride levels increase
as a result of contamination on the surfaces of the reactor containmentbuilding.

Also, a pH of 7 is assumed for the containment emergency sump
for iodine retention and removal post-LOCA by the containment spray system.

The Surveillance Requirement (SR) associated with TSP ensures that the
ainimum required volume of TSP is stored in the baskets.

The minimum
required volume of TSP is the volume that will achieve a post-LOCA borated -
water mixture pH of 17.0, conservatively considering the maximum possible
sump water volume and the maximum possible boron concentration.
of TSP required is based on the mass of TSP needed to achieve the requiredThe amount
pH.

However,'a required volume is verified by the SR, rather than thei
mass, since it is not feasible to weigh the entire amount of TSP incontainment.
density of TSP (53 lb/ft ).The minimup required volume is based on the manufactured
from high humidity in the containment, the density may increase and theSince TSP can have a tendency to agglomerate|

!

characteristics are not expected to change. volume decrease during normal plant operation, however, solubility
Therefore, considering

volume of TSP inpossible agglomeration and increase in density, verifying the minimum
capability to achieve the minimum required pH. containment is conservative with respect to ensuring thei

'

of TSP to meet all analytical require,ments is 250 ft .Thepinimumrequiredvolumerequirement of 290 ft The surveillance
basket capacity is 325 ft .ingludes40ft of spare TSP as margin. Total

balance testing provide assurance that proper ECCS flows will beSurveillance requirements for throttle valve position stops and flow
maintained in the event of a LOCA.
and pressure drop in the piping system to each injection point isMaintenance of proper flow resistancenecessary to:

conditions when(the system is in its minimum resistance configuration,1) prevent total pump flow from exceeding runout

(2) provide the proper flow split between injection
with the assumptions used in the ECCS-LOCA analyses, points in accordanceand (3) provide an
above that assumed in the ECCS-LOCA analyses. acceptable level of total ECCS flow to all injection points equal to or
DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT I

B 3/4 5-2 Amendment No. 20rl2h432,
4n,49b 207
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Containment Emergency Sump Recirculation Valves Otr- -
' n *

energized during MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 to preclude postulated inadvertent
opening of the valves in the event of a Control Room fire, which could
result in draining the Borated Water Storage Tank to the Containment
Emergency Sump and the loss of this water source for normal plant
shutdown. Re-energization of DH-9A and DH-98 is permitted on an
intermittent basis during MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 under administrative
control s. Station procedures identify the precautions which must be

| taken when re-energizing these valves under such controls.

Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) outlet isolation valves DH-7A and
011-78 are de-energized during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to preclude postulated
inadvertent closure of the valves in the event of a fire, which could
result in a loss of the availability of the BWST. Re-energization of
valves DH-7A and DH-78 is permitted on an intermittent basis during MODES
1, 2, 3, and 4 under administrative controls. Station procedures
identify the precautions which must be taken when re-energizing these
valves under such controls.

3/4.5.4 B0 RATED WATER STORAGE TANK

The OPERABILITY of the borated water storage tank (BWST) as part of the
ECCS ensures that a sufficient supply of borated water is available for
injection by the ECCS in the event of a LOCA. The limits on the BWST
einimum volume and boron concentration ensure that:

1

1) sufficient water is available within containment to permit I
. recirculation cooling flow to the core following manual i

switchover to the recirculation mode, and j

2) The reactor will remain at least 1% ok/k subcritical in the cold
condition at 70*F, xenon free, while only crediting 50% of the
control rods' worth following mixing of the BWST and the RCS
water volumes.

These assumptions ensure that the reactor remains subcritical in the cold
i condition following mixing of the BWST and the RCS water volumes.

With either the BWST boron concentration or BWST barated water
temperature not within limits, the condition must be corrected in eight
hours. The eight hour limit to restore the temperature or boron

| concentration to within limits was developed considering the time
| required to change boron concentration or temperature and assuming that

the contents of the BWST are still available for injection.

The bottom 4 inches of the BWST are not available, and the
instrumentation is calibrated to reflect the available volume. The limits
on water volume, and baron concentration ensure a pH value of between 7.0
and 11.0 of the solution sprayed within the containment after
a design basis accident. The pH band minimizes the evolution of iodine and
minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion cracking on
mechanical systems and components.

DAVIS-BESSE, UNIT 1 B 3/4 5-2a Amendment tio. 194, 207
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Summary of Licensing Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews
for Surveillance Recuirement 4.3.1.1.1, Table 4.3-1, Functional Unit 15

1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.3.1, " Reactor Protection System
Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

4.3.1.1.1, Table 4.3-1, Functional Unit 15, SCR Relays, Channel

Functional Test

B. Systems or Components:

Control Rod Drive Control System (CRDCS)
Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) Relays

9

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

4.3 Nuclear Design

5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
7.2 Reactor Protection System

7.4 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown
7.7 Control Systems

2. Licensing Basis Review:

A. Technical Specification SR 4.3.1.1.1 requires that a Channel
Functional Test be performed for the Reactor Protection System
(RPS) instrumentation channels at the frequency shown in TS Table
4.3-1. Table 4.3-1 specifies a frequency of "R" for Channel

Functional Testing of the Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR)
Relays (Functional Unit 15). The present TS Definition Table 1.2
defines Notation "R" as a frequency of "At least once per 18

months." Technical Specification 4.0.2 is applicable which
allows increasing the surveillance interval on a non-routine

basis from 18 months to 22.5 months.

This License Amendment Request addresses in its main body a
proposed change to TS Table 1.2 which would redefine Notation "R"

to be a frequency of "At least once per 24 months." This change

would result in increasing the surveillance interval for RPS SCR
Relay Channel Functional Testing to "At least once per 24
months." This is consistent with the guidance provided in
Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle,"

dated April 2, 1991. Technical Specification 4.0.2 would
continue to apply which would allow increasing the new
surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 24 months to 30
months.

4%
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B. The purpose of the RPS is to initiate a reactor trip when a

| sensed parameter (or group of parameters) exceeds a setpoint
value indicating the approach of an unsafe condition. In this'

manner, the reactor core is protected from exceeding design
;

limits and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is protected from'

overpressurization. The RPS monitors the following generating
I station variables:
i

l 1. Total Out-of-core Neutron Flux
2. RCS Coolant Flow
3. RCS Pump Status
4. RCS Reactor Outlet Temperature
5. RCS Pressure
6. Containment Vessel Pressure
7. Out-of-core Neutron Flux Imbalances

!

The RPS is described in the DBNPS Updated Safety Analysis Report
(USAR), Section 7.2, " Reactor Protection System." The RPS con-
sists of four identical protection channels which are redundant
and independent. Each channel is served by its own independent
sensors which are physically isolated from the sensors of the
other protective channels. Each sensor supplies an input signal
to one or more signal processing strings in the RPS channel.
Each signal processing string terminates in a histable which
electronically compares the processed signal with trip setpoints.
All bistable contacts are connected in series.

In the normal untripped state, the contact associated with each
bistable will be closed, thereby energizing the channel termina-
ting relay. A trip of one of the channel bistables in one chan-
nel causes a half trip in each of the four RPS channels. The
trip of a bistable in a second channel completes the two-out-of-
-four logic and causes a full trip of each RPS channel. The full
trip of each channel deenergizes the undervoltage coils and
undervoltage relays of the channel's respective Control Rod Drive
(CRD) trip breaker in the Control Rod Drive Control System
(CRDCS). Each RPS channel contains a reactor trip module which

performs the two-out-of-four trip logic and provides the signals
to open the channels' associated CRD trip breaker.

The function of the Control Rod Drive Control System - Trip
Portion is to interrupt power to the control rod drive mechanisms
to insert control rods upon receipt of a RPS, Anticipatory
Reactor Trip System (ARTS), Diverse Scram System (DSS) or manual
trip signal.

A trip signal from the RPS or ARTS is applied to the undervoltage
coils and the undervoltage relays of the CRD trip breakers
causing the breakers to trip open, thereby removing power from
the control rod drive motors resulting in the insertion of
control rods and a reactor trip.

!
l

|

|
|
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The trip portion of the CRDCS is described in the DBNPS USAR,
Section 7.4.1.1. The CRDCS trip logic is designed so that when ,

power is removed from the control rod drive mechanisms, the
|

roller nuts disengage from the lead screw, and a free-fall
gravity insertion of the control rods occurs. Two diverse and
independent trip methods, in series, are provided for removal of

;

power to the mechanisms. First, a trip is initiated when power
is interrupted to the undervoltage coils of the main A.C. feeder

breakers and to the undervoltage relays in the shunt trip
circuits. Second, a trip is initiated when the gating signals to
the SCRs are interrupted. Since parallel power feeds are
provided to the control rod drive mechanisms, interruption of
both feeds is required for trip action in either method of trip.
There are two CRD trip breakers per power feed, each associated
with one of four Reactor Protection System channels.

The primary method of trip interrupts power to the CRD mechanism j

power supplies. Power circuit breakers equipped with instanta- !

neous undervoltage coils and shunt trip devices are used as pri- j
mary trip devices. The RPS channels energize the undervoltage
coil of the breakers. A trip breaker can remain closed only if
its undervoltage coil is energized. Upon loss of voltage at the
undervoltage coil due to interruption by an RPS, ARTS or manual
trip signal, the CRD trip breaker trips open. No external power
is required to trip the breakers which have stored-energy trip
mechanisms. The trip breakers must be manually reset once trip-
ped. Breaker reset is possible only after the trip signal is
reset. The shunt trip undervoltage relay is installed in
parallel with the undervoltage coil of the CRD trip breaker.
Voltage interruption due to a trip signal deenergizes the under-
voltage relay energizing the shunt trip device which is powered
from essential 125 VDC, thereby also tripping the CRD trip

breaker.

The second trip method interrupts the gate control signals to the
SCRs in each of the nine CRD mechanisms motor power supplies and
the motor return power supply. The trip devices in this case are
ten relays connected with their coils in parallel. Contacts of
these relays interrupt the gate control signals to the SCRs in
each power supply. When the gate signals are interrupted, the
SCRs will revert to their open state on the next negative half-
cycle of the applied A.C. voltage, thus removing all power at the
outputs of the motor power supplies. Because the power supplies
have redundant halves, two sets of ten relays each are provided.
RPS channel 3 energizes one set of trip relays and RPS channel 4
energizes the other set through auxiliary relays in the breakers.

The trip relays can remain in their non-tripped state only if the
associated RPS channel is energized. When an RPS channel trips,

I the associated trip relays deenergize, interrupting the SCR gate
control signals.
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i The SCRs are not an initiator, nor contributor, to the initiation ,

; of an accident described in the USAR. The SCRs function to meet
| the design purpose of the RPS of initiating a reactor trip when a
|- sensed parameter or group of parameters exceeds a setpoint value

indicating the approach of an unsafe condition and thereby
protecting the reactor core from exceeding design limits and the
RCS from overpressurization. The trip parameters and trip set-
points were selected so that no core design limits are exceeded
as a consequence of any anticipated operational occurrences. ,

C. The original Standard Technical Specifications upon which the
DBNPS Technical Specifications were modeled, NUREG-0103,
Revision 0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard Technical

| Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water
Reactors," did not include surveillance requirements for the SCR

( Relays. On March 27, 1987, Toledo Edison submitted a license
! amendment application proposing the addition of Channel

'

|
Functional Testing surveillance requirements, on an 18 month
frequency, for the SCR Relays. These proposed changes were in'

|
accordance with the Generic Letter 85-10, " Technical
Specifications for Generic Letter 83-28, Items 4.3 and 4.4," - 1

i

dated May 23, 1985. Performing Channel Functional Testing on an
|

eighteen month frequency was determined as sufficient since the,

|
SCR relays are a duplicative function. That is, the non-1E,

|
non-seismic SCR relays are a backup tripping means to the Reactor

j Trip Breakers. The NRC approved the license amendment via
| issuance of Amendment No. 108, dated March 2, 1988.

|
As discussed above, the proposed changes follow the guidance of
Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification'

Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle,"
dated April 2, 1991.

;

!

I

D. Based on the above review, it is concluded that the licensing
basis for the SCR Relay Channel Functional Test SR will not be

|

|
invalidated by increasing the surveillance interval from 18
months to 24 months and by continuing to allow the application of'

TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

E. References:

i. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,

! Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
Specifications, through Amendment 211.

i

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
,

Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel
Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

!
1

!

L
-- - __
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.
iii. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox

'

Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated
7

June 1, 1976.

iv. USAR Section 7.2, " Reactor Protection System," through

Revision 19. <

|

v. USAR Section 7.4.1.1, " Control Rod Drive Control System -

Trip Portion," through Revision 19.

vi. USAR Section 3D.1.16, " Criterion 20 - Protection System
Functions," through Revision 19.

vii. NRC Generic Letter 85-10, " Technical Specifications for
Generic Letter 83-28, Items 4.3 and 4.4," dated May 23,
1985 (Toledo Edison Log Number 1756).

viii. Toledo Edison letter to the NRC dated March 27, 1987

(Toledo Edison Serial Number 1312).

ix. NRC License Amendment No. 108 to Facility Operating
License No. NPF-3, dated March 2, 1988 (Toledo Edison Log
Number 2512).

3. Surveillance Data Review:

A. The 18 month surveillance test results data for the SCR Relay
Channel Functional Test were reviewed for the period of the Fifth
Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO. This time period was
selected because it reflects the major plant improvements'after
June 1985, and covers five refueling outages and four operating

cycles of test results.

B. The test results indicate no failures over this time period for

the components.

C. Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results, no
additional actions are necessary or recommended to support the
increase in the present surveillance interval.

The SCR Relays are checked as part of Reactor Trip Breaker
Channel Functional Testing. These tests verify that the SCRs are
functioning properly and provide additional opportunities to
detect SCR abnormalities.

D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to
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| increase the surveillance interval for the SCR Relay Channel

| Functional Test SR from 18 to 24 months and that there is no

i adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore' it remains,

acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
non-routine basis,

i

|

E. References:

1. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03011, " Channel Functional Test Of

Reactor Trip Breaker B, RPS Channel 1 Reactor Trip Module
Logic, and ARTS Channel 1 Output Logic."

11. DDNPS Procedure DB-MI-03012, " Channel Functional Test Of

Reactor Trip Breaker A, RPS Channel 2 Reactor Trip Module
Logic, and ARTS Channel 2 Output Logic."

i

1

111. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03013, " Channel Functional Test Of |
Reactor Trip Breaker D, RPS Channel 3 Reactor Trip Module
Logic, and ARTS Channel 3 Output Logic."

iv. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03014, " Channel Functional Test Of

Reactor Trip Breaker C, RPS Channel 4 Reactor Trip Module
Logic, and ARTS Channel 4 Output Logic."

v. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03273, "CRD Independent SCR
Functional Test."

4. Maintenance Records Review:

A. The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewed |

for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO.
IThis time period was selected because it reflects the major plant

improvements after June 1985, and covers five refueling outages
and four operating cycles of maintenance activities.

B. The maintenance records review revealed the following:

In December, 1990, during Cycle 7, failure of the KilA motor
return relay resulted in a reactor trip. Troubleshooting
performed following the trip identified a failed contact in the
relay. This failure was categorized as a random failure, and not
age-related. The relay was replaced. In addition, in order to
prevent reactor trips during surveillance testing, the applicable
surveillance test procedures were revised to include prerequisite
actions to ensure that KilA relay contacts are properly passing
the associated motor return SCR gating signals. This event was
reported to the NRC in Licensee Event Report (LER) 90-016-01.

|
The potential for this type of failure would not be affected by
converting from an 18 month to a 24 month cycle.
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|

| In September, 1994, during Cycle 9, while performing surveillance

| test DB-MI-03012, CRD electronic trip "C" did not automatically
I reset. The trip was manually reset. Subsequent investigation

| and troubleshooting could not cause the problem to repeat.
,. However, investigation revealed that failure of an electrical

! contact to conduct in one of two model KHU17All Potter-Brumfield
relays (K10A or KilA) could have caused the problem. Therefore,
as a preventive measure, both relays were replaced. Further
investigation to determine specifically which of the two relays
caused the problem was not feasible due to the intermittent
nature of the problem and due to the inaccessibility of the
electronic trip "C" circuitry for troubleshooting. Troubleshoot-
ing of the electronic trip "C" circuitry would have required
disassembly, which could have led to additional problems in the
circuit. The only other similar recorded failure of this model
relay in the CRD system was a random failure during Cycle 7, as
described above. It is noted that a failure of this type does
not place the plant at risk since it occurs only after the
reactor trip breaker is opened then reset. However, a failure of !

this type results in an inconvenience since it requires the |

circuit to be manually reset. This problem has not recurred, and I
its consequences would have no impact on the RPS performing its |

safety function. Therefore, this occurrence does not not have an |

affect on converting from an 18 month to a 24 month fuel cycle. |

C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no

additional actions are necessary or recommended to support this
increase in the present surveillance interval.

D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to increase
the surveillance interval for the SCR Relay Channel Functional

Test from 18 to-24 months and that there is no adverse effect on
nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains acceptable to allow the
continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

E.- References:

1. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.
,

ii. DBNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ) Records.

!

iii. Licensee Event Report (LER) 90-016-01, " Reactor Trip Due to
Group Rod Drop."

i

|

|

|

|
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Summary of Licensing Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews
for Surveillance Requirement 4.3.1.1.2

1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.3.1, " Reactor Protection System
Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

4.3.1.1.2

B. Systems or Components:

RPSlRC2203 (Shutdown Bypass RPS Channel 1)
RPSIRC2205 (Shutdown Bypass Select RPS Channel 1)
RPS2RC2203 (Shutdown Bypass RPS Channel 2)
RPS2RC2205 (Shutdown Bypass Select RPS Channel 2)
RPS3RC2203 (Shutdown Bypass RPS Channel 3)
RPS3RC2205 (Shutdown Bypass Select RPS Channel 3)
RPS4RC2203 (Shutdown Bypass RPS Channel 4)
RPS4RC2205 (Shutdown Bypass Select RPS Channel 4)

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

4.3 Nuclear Design
5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary I

7.2 Reactor Protection System
7.4 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown
7.7.1 Control Systems - Description

2. Licensing Basis Review:

A. Technical Specification 3R 4.3.1.1.2 requires that the total bypass
function be demonstrated Operable at least once per 18 months during
Channel Calibration testing of each channel affected by bypass
operation. Technical Specification 4.0.2 is applicable which allows |

increasing the surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 18 |

months to 22.5 months. |

It is proposed that in SR 4.3.1.1.2 the words "at least once per 18
months" be replaced with "at least once per REFUELING INTERVAL." A

separate License Amendment Request (LAR 95-0018; DBNPS letter Serial
Number 2342) proposes that " REFUELING INTERVAL" be defined as "a
period of time $ 730 days" for the 24 month fuel cycle. This is
consistent with the guidance provided by Generic Letter 91-04,
" Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals tot

Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. Technical
Specification 4.0.2 would continue to apply which would allow
increasing the new surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from
24 months to 30 months.

|

!
|
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B. The purpose of the RPS is to initiate a reactor trip when a sensed
parameter (or group of parameters) exceeds a setpoint value
indicating the approach of an unsafe condition. In this manner, the

reactor core is protected from exceeding design limits and the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is protected from overpressurization.
The RPS monitors the following generating station variables:

1. Total Out-of-core Neutron Flux
2. RCS Coolant Flow
3. RCS Pump Status
4. RCS Reactor Outlet Temperature

5. RCS Pressure |

6. Containment Vessel Pressure i

7. Out-of-core Neutron Flux Imbalances |

The RPS is described in the DBNPS Updated Safety Analysis Report

(USAR), Section 7.2. The RPS consists of four identical protection
channels which are redundant and independent. Each channel is
served by its own independent sensors which are physically isolated
from the sensors of the other protective channels. Each sensor

supplies an input signal to one or more signal processing strings in
the RPS channel. Each signal processing string terminates in a
bistable which electronically compares the processed signal with

itrip setpoints. All bistable contacts are connected in series.

In the normal untripped state, the contact associated with each
bistable will be closed, thereby energizing the channel terminating
relay. A trip of one of the channel bistables in one channel causes
a half trip in each of the four RPS channels. The trip of a
bistable in a second channel completes the two-out-of-four logic and
causes a full trip of each RPS channel. The full trip of each
channel deenergizes the undervoltage coils and undervoltage relays |

of the channel's respective Control Rod Drive (CRD) trip breaker in |
the Control Rod Drive Control System (CRDCS). Each RPS channel
contains a reactor trip module which performs the two-out-of-four
trip logic and provides the signals to open the channels' associated
CRD trip breaker.

The RPS channel bypass is a maintenance bypass and permits the
testing and maintenance of a single channel during power operations.
With the bypass in effect, the three remaining channels provide the
necessary protection. Since only two channel trips are required to
cause a reactor trip, a single failure will not prevent the RPS from
fulfilling its protective function.

The RPS is a de-energize-to-trip system. Therefore, if power is
lost to a channel, that channel will trip, reducing the system trip

coincidence to one-out-of-three. In the event that a module, which

performs a protective function is removed from its rack, that RPS
channel will trip (unless that channel is bypassed).

1
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! A shutdown bypass is provided to allow rod withdrawal testing with
the unit shutdown. To initiate the bypass the operator must turn a
key switch in each RPS channel. Turning the key switch removes the
following trips from the logic train: power / imbalance / flow, power /

pumps, variable low RC pressure-temperature, and low RC pressure.
The following trips are unaffected: high flux, high RC temperature,
high RC pressure, and high containment pressure. The key switch
also inserts the shutdown bypass high pressure trip. The setpoint
of this trip is lower than the setpoint of the normal low pressure
trip.

During normal operation the shutdown bypass high pressure trip
bistable is normally tripped since operating pressure is greater
than the trip setpoint.

If the operator initiates the shutdown bypass with the unit at
power, that RPS channel trips. The procedure for effecting this |

bypass is to wait until primary pressure is below the trip setpoint
and the plant is shut down. The operator is then free to reset the '

tripped bistable and to turn the key switch in each channel.

Initiation of the shutdown bypass is continuously indicated locally
on the RPS cabinets and on the station annunciator board.

The shutdown bypass is considered the total bypass for the purposes |
of SR 4.3.1.1.2. |

The RPS is not an initiator, nor contributor, to the initiation of
an accident described in the USAR. The trip parameters and trip
setpoints were selected so that no core design linits are exceeded
as a consequence of any anticipated operational occurrences.
Further, the shutdown bypass is utilized when the unit is in a
shutdown condition and initiation of the shutdown bypass while at
power would cause a trip of the affected RPS channel. The RPS is
designed so that no single failure can prevent the RPS from
performing its protective function.

C. The current surveillance interval of 18 months was based on the
guidance of NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard

Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water
Reactors," during the initial licensing of the DBNPS. As
discussed above, the proposed change follows the guidance of Generic
Letter 91-04,." Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance
Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2,
1991.

D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the licensing
basis of the RPS total bypass function SR will not be invalidated by,

| increasing the surveillance interval for 3R 4.3.2.1.2 from 18 months

( to 24 months and by continuing to allow application of TS 4.0.2 on a
i non-routine basis.
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E. Reference 3: ,

i. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,
Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A,' Technical

Specifications, through Amendment 211.
,

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification

Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel
cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

iii. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated
June 1, 1976.

iv. USAR Section 7.2, " Reactor Protection System," through

Revision 19.

v. USAR Section 7.4.1.1, " Control Rod Drive Control System -

Trip Portion," through Revision 19.

vi. USAR Section 3D.l.16, " Criterion 20 - Protection System
Functions," through Revision 19.

3. Surveillance Data Reviews

A. The 18 month surveillance test results data for SR 4.3.1.1.2 were
reviewed for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO)
through 9RFO. ~ This time period was selected because it reflects
the major plant improvements after June 1985 and covers five
refueling outages and four operating cycles of test results.

B. The test results indicate no failures over this time period for the

components.

C. Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results data,
no additional actions are necessary or recommended to support an
increase in the present surveillance interval.

In addition, it is noted that there is a parallel contact pair
operated off the same relay coil (in the shutdown bypass auxiliary
relay module) that implements the bypass function, which provides a
dim to bright lamp indication when the shutdown bypass key switch
module'is placed in the bypass position. The bright lamp
indication is presently verified by procedure, providing an oppor-
tunity to detect a failure inmediately upon entering shutdown

t

bypass for a given RPS channel.

|

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ -_
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D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to

increase the surveillance interval for SR 4.3.1.1.2 from 18 to 24
months and that there is no adverse effect on nuclear safety.
Furthermore, it remains acceptable to allow the continued
application of TS 4.0.2 on 3 non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03051, " Channel Calibration of
58A-ISP/TRCO2B2/3B2 RCS Pressure and Temperature to RPS
Channel 1."

11. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03052, " Channel Calibration of
58A-ISP/TRCO2A2/3A4 RCS Pressure and Temperature to RPS
Channel 2."

iii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03053, " Channel Calibration of
58A-ISP/TRC02B1/3B4 RCS Pressure and Temperature to RPS

Channel 3."

iv. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03054, " Channel Calibration of
58A-ISP/TRC02A1/3A2 RCS Pressure and Temperature to.RPS
Channel 4."

v. DBNPS Procedure DB-OP-06403, "RPS and NI Operating
Procedure."

4. Maintenance Records Review:

A. The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewed
for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant
improvements after June 1985, and covers five refueling outages
and four operating cycles of maintenance activities.

B. No failures were noted during this time period for these
components.

|

C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no
additional actions are necessary or recommended to support an
increase in the present surveillance interval.

,

[ D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to
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increase tie surveillance interval for SR 4.3.1.1.2 from 18 to 24
months and that there is no adverse effect on nuclear safety.
Furthermore, it remains acceptable to allow the continued

application of TS 4.0.7 on a non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.

|
1

|

|

|
|

:
l
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; Summary of Licensing Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews

'

for Surveillance Requirement 4.3.1.1.3

i
'

l. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.3.1, " Reactor Protection System
,

Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):
1

4

|. 4.3.1.1.3
i

i

B. Systems or Components:

j Reactor Protection System instrumentation components required for

| the functional units with response times specified in TS Table
3.3-2.

4

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:
'

!
"

4.3 Nuclear Design
5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

,

; 7.2 Reactor Protection System

| 2. Licensing Basis Review

I I
'

A. Technical Specification SR 4.3.1.1.3 requires that the Reactor
Protection System (RPS) Response Time of each reactor trip function
be demonstrated to be within its limit at least ance per 18 months. j;

Surveillance Requirement 4.3.1.1.3 also specifies that each test'

shall include at least one channel per function such that all'

j' channels are tested at least once every N times 18 months where N

i is the total number of redundant channels in a specific reactor

i trip function. Technical Specification 4.0.2 is applicable which

| allows increasing the surveillance interval on a non-routine basis

i from 18 months to 22.5 months.

| It is proposed that in SR 4.3.1.1.3 the words "at least once per 18 i

months" be replaced with "at least once per REFUELING INTERVAL,"

l .and the words "once every N times 18 months" be replaced with "once

! every N times the REFUELING INTERVAL." A separate License
Amendment Request (LAR 95-0018; DBNPS letter Serial Number 2342)*

proposes that " REFUELING INTERVAL" be defined as "a period of time
$ 730 days" for the 20 month fuel cycle. This is consistent with
the guidance provided by Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in ;

Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a
24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. Technical Specification
4.0.2 would continue to apply whien would allow increasing the new
surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 24 months to 30
months.

B. The purpose of the RPS is to initiate a reactor trip when a sensed
parameter (or group of parameters) exceeds a setpoint value indica-
ting the approach of an unsafe condition. In this manner, the
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reactor core is protected from exceoding design limits and the
' Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is protected from overpressurization.

The RPS monitors the following generating stat' ion variables:

1. Total Out-of-core Neutron Flux
2. RCS Coolant Flow
3. RCS Pump Status
4. RCS Reactor Outlet Temperature
5. RCS Pressure
6. Containment Vessel Pressure
7. Out-of-core Neutron Flux Imbalances

The RPS is described in the USAR Section 7.2, R3 actor Protection

System. The RPS consists of four identical protection channels
which are redundant and independent. Each channel is served by its
own independent sensors which are physically isolated from the
sensors of the other protective channels. Each sensor supplies an
input signal to one or more signal processing strings in the RPS
channel. Each signal processing string terminates in a bistable
which electronically compares the processed signal with trip
setpoints. All bistable contacts are connected in series.

In the normal untripped state, the contact associated with each
bistable will be closed, thereby energizing the channel terminating
relay. A trip of one of the channel bistables in one channel
causes a half trip in each of the four RPS channels. The trip of a
bistable in a second channel completes the two-out-of-four logic
and causes a full trip of each RPS channel. The full trip of each
channel deenergizes the undervoltage coils and undervoltage relays
of the channel's respective Control Rod Drive (CRD) trip breaker in
the Control Rod Drive Control System (CRDCS). Each RPS channel
contains a reactor trip module which performs the two-out-of-four
trip logic and provides the signals to open the channels'
associated CRD trip breaker.

Technical Specification Definition 1.25 defines RPS Response Time
as that time interval from when the monitored parameter exceeds its
trip setpoint at the channel sensor until power interruption at the
control rod drive breakers,

As stated in TS Bases 3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2, Reactor Protection

System and Safety System Instrumentation, the measurement of RPS
Response Time at the specified frequencies provides assurance that
the RPS action function associated with each channel is completed
within the time limit assumed in the safety analyses. No credit
was taken in the analyses for those channels with response times
indicated as not applicable.

,
As further stated in the TS Bases, response time may be demonstrat-

| ed by any series of sequential, overlapping or total channel test

! measurements provided that such tests demonstrate the total channel
response time as defined. Sensor response time verification may be

w -
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l

demonstrated by either 1) in place, onsite or offsite test measure-
ments or 2) utilizing replacement sensors with certified response
times.

The RPS is not an initiator, nor contributor, to the initiation of

an accident described in the USAR. The trip parameters and trip

setpoints were selected so that no core design limits are exceeded
as a consequence of any anticipated operational occurrences. The
RPS is designed so that no single failure can prevent the RPS from !

performing its protective function.

C. The NRC Operating License Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG-0136,
dated December 1976 stated in Section 7.2.1, " Protection System

Response Time Testing," that the RPS response time tests would be
repeated each refueling outage, but not less frequently than every !

18 months, and that the TS would reflect this requirement. The
current surveillance interval of 18 months for the RPS instrumenta-
tion functional units response times listed in TS Table 3.3-2 also
follows on the guidance of NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated June 1,
1976, " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors." As discussed above, the proposed
change follows the guidance of Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in
Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a

I24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991, by demonstrating
historical surveillance and maintenance data support a request that

the licensing basis be revised to allow response time testing on a
24-month frequency.

!

D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the licensing
basis of the Reactor Protection System Response Time SR will not
be invalidated by increasing the surveillance interval for SR
4.3.1.1.3 from 18 months to 24 months and by continuing to allow
application of Technical Specification 4.0.2 on a nonroutine basis.

E. References:

i. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,

Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
Specifications, through Amendment 211.

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification

Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel
Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

iii. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated

! June 1, 1976.

i

| iv. USAR Section 7.2,'" Reactor Protection System," through

Revision 19.
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3. Surveillance Data Review:
|

| A. The 18 month surveillance test results data for SR 4.3.1.1.3 were
reviewed for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO)
through 9RFO. This time period was selected because it reflects
the major plant improvements after June 1985, and covers five
refueling outages and four operating cycles of test results. I

B. The test results indicate that there was one instance of TS overall j

response time limits being exceeded over this time period.

In November, 1994, during 9RFO, both the Reactor Coolant (RC) low
pressure and RC high pressure response times for RPS Channel 4
exceeded their TS overall response time limit. The overall response I

time is calculated by adding measurements of the RPS cabinet modules'
response time to the response time for the pressure transmitter and '

the reactor trip breaker. The RPS cabinet modules include buffer
amplifier, bistable, and reactor trip modules. The failure was
determined to be due to an incorrect buffer amplifier module type

being installed during 6RFO. Post-maintenance testing following
installation of the incorrect buffer amplifier did not reveal a

problem since the overall response time was within limits. Perform-
ance of RPS Channel 4 RC pressure string response time was not ;

required again until 9RFO. During the 9RFO test performance, the

response times measured for the RPS cabinet modules alone exceeded
the TS overall response time limit, without the addition of the
pressure transmitter and reactor trip breaker response times. The
surveillance test failure during 9RFO was a configuration control
issue rather than a hardware failure. This event was reported to the
NRC in Licensee Event Report (LER) 94-005-00. Changing the fuel

cycle length from 18 to 24 months would have no effect on this type
of occurrence where an incorrect buffer amplifier was installed.

C. Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results data, no
additional actions are necessary or recommended to support an

increase in the TS surveillance interval.

No evidence exists in the trend data to suggest that the response
times of these components increase with time at a rate that would
jeopardize successful surveillance testing at the increased test
interval.

It is noted that there are very few failure modes for the components

|
being tested that can only be identified by response time testing,
and not by channel calibration or functional testing. These tests
provide opportunities, in addition to response time testing, to

l detect problems.

D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the low
potential for increases in failure rates of these components under a
longer test interval, and the introduction of no new failure modes,
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|
it is concluded that it is acceptable to increase the surveillance'

interval for SR 4.3.1.1.3 from 18 to 24 months and that there is no
adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains acceptable
to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine j
basis. |

|

E. References:

1. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03160, "RPS Overall Response Time
Calculations Channel 1."

ii. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03161, "RPS Overall Response Time

Calculations Channel 2."

iii. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03162, "RPS Overall Response Time
Calculations Channel 3."

iv. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03163, "RPS Overall Response Time
Calculations Channel 4."

v. DBNPS Procedure DB-ME-03020, " Reactor Trip Breaker

Response Time Test."
|

vi. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03005, " Time Response Test of
Reactor Protection System Channel 1."

vii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03006, " Time Response Test of
Reactor Protection System Channel 2." |

viii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03007, " Time Response Test of
Reactor Protection System Channel 3."

ix. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03008, " Time Response Test of
Reactor Protection System Channel 4."

x. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03009, " Reactor Protection System
On-Line Response Time Data Collection."

xi. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03205, " Channel Functional

Test / Calibration and Response Time of RCP Monitor (RC
3601) to SFRCS Channel 1 and RPS Channel 1."

xii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03206, " Channel Functional

Test / Calibration and Response Time of RCP Monitor (RC
3603) to SFRCS Channel 3 and RPS Channel 3."

l
xiii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03207, " Channel Functional

! Test / Calibration and Response Time of RCP Monitor (RC
3602) to SFRCS Channel 2 and RPS Channel 2."

:
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xiv. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03208, " Channel Functional
Test / Calibration and Response Time of RCP Monitor (RC
3604) to SFRCS Channel 4 and RPS Channel 4."

xv. Licensee Event Report (LER) 94-005-00, "RPS Channel 4
i

Response Times Exceeded."

xvi. NUREG-0136, NRC Safety Evaluation Report for the
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Operating License NPF-3,
dated December, 1976.

|

4. Maintenance Records Review:

A. The 18 month maintenance records for the RPS instrumentation
|

components with response times listed in Table 3.3-2 were
reviewed for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (SRFO)
through 9RFO. This time period was selected because it reflects
the major plant improvements after June 1985, and covers five
refueling octages and four operating cycles of test results.

| Maintenance activities that involved measurements and/or tests of
RPS instrumentation response times were evaluated.

|

B. Three failures of Agastat Model 7022PJ relays used in the Reactor
|

Coolant Pump (RCP) monitoring circuits have been identified
during refueling outage preventive maintenance (PM) activities.
No other component response time failures have been discovered
during refueling outage maintenance activities.

During 6RFO (1990), Agastat relay X24 in RC3604, RCP Monitor
Relay Panel Channel 4, was found to be defective. Its drop

out time was very erratic, ranging from 0.06 to several
seconds. The desired setting is 0.042 seconds. The relay
was replaced with an identical one.

During 6RFO (1990), Agastat relay X43 in RC3603, RCP Monitor
Relay Panel Channel 3, was found to be defective. Some of
its contacts did not change state when the relay was

operated. The relay was replaced with an identical one.

During 7RFO (1991), Agastat relay X24 in RC3604 had incon-
sistent drop out times that would change without moving the

|
dial setting. The as-found drop out time was an unusually

I slow 0.224 seconds. The relay was replaced with an
identical one.

Based on engineering review, these three cases are categorized as
t

random failures. Further, the X43 relay failure, would have been
detected through the monthly channel functional test. In

! addition, the first X24 relay failure, which occurred in 6RFO,
would likely have been detected during the monthly channel
functional test if the drop out time was several seconds, since
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such a slow drop out time would likely be identified by the test

( performer. The unusually slow X24 relay drop out time which was I

observed during 7RFO would not likely have been identified by the
|

| monthly functional channel test. However, since the relay !

j response time accounts for only a portion of the overall channel {
response time, the unusually slow relay drop out time would not

|
likely have caused the channel to fail its refueling surveillance I

'

( test acceptance criteria.

The failure of a single Agastat relay in an RCP monitoring
,

| circuit would only prevent the associated RPS channel from
sensing the loss of one RCP (i.e., it would still sense the loss
of the other three RCPs). The RPS power / pumps trip function is
the primary trip for only one USAR accident, loss of forced RC

flow (USAR section 15.2.5). In that accident all four RCPs are !

lost. With one Agastat relay failed in an RPS channel, that
channel would sense three pumps lost, which would still result in
that RPS channel being tripped because the three pumps lost
setpoint is the same as the four pumps lost setpoint (< 0% full
power).

There are 16 Agastat Model 7022PJ relays used in the RCP monitor-
ing circuits, and no failures have occurred since 1991. Based on
industry experience and engineering judgment, the failure rate
for this model relay is reasonable.

C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no |
'

additional actions are necessary or recommended to support an
increase in the present surveillance interval for the following
reasons.

As stated above, the three failures of the Agastat Model 7022PJ
relays used in the RCP monitoring circuits were random failures,
and the failure rate over this time period is reasonable based on
industry experience and engineering review. In addition, a

24 month test frequency is acceptable because plant operating
experience shows that random failures of instrumentation
components which can cause response time degradation but not
channel failure, are infrequent occurrences. Furthermore, the
failure of a particular parameter's functional unit will not
affect the other three RPS channels or other parameters in the
same channel. Therefore, there remains sufficient
instrumentation component redundancy for the RPS instrumentation
components to perform their safety function.

!

|

D. Based on the historical performance of these components, takingi

into consideration the low number of component response time
failures that would not be identified by on-line surveillance
testing or other on-line means, the low potential for increases
in failure rates of these components under a longer test inter-
val, the number of redundant components, and the introduction of
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no new failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to
increase the surveillance interval for SR 4.3.1.1.3 from 18 to 24
months and that there is no adverse effect on nuclear safety.
Furthermore, it remains acceptable to allow the continued
application of TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

1

l

E. References:

i. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.

| 5. Other Information

| Reactor trip breakers are required by Technical Specifications to be
response time tested only once every fourth refueling outage,

| however, they are actually tested each refueling outage as
post-maintenance testing for breaker PM activities. This

7

j surveillance test is performed with the breaker installed in its
i cubicle. If the breakers experienced response time degradation over

the course of an operating cycle, and this degradation was corrected
i by performance of the PM activities,'then the surveillance test

results would not show any degradation since the tests are always

| performed shortly after the PM activities are completed. Under this
scenario, a 24 month fuel cycle would allow six additional months for
potential breaker response time degradation to occur.

To demonstrate that this degradation is not occurring, PM data on

breaker response time tests conducted with the breakers out of their
cubicles was evaluated. These tests are performed before and after
the PM activities. While they do not exactly replicate the response
time test with the breaker installed in its cubicle, the results can
be used to determine whether or not PM performance significantly
improves breaker response time (i.e., whether or not breaker response
times are significantly degrading over the course of an operating
cycle). For the undervoltage device trip, for 38 samples, the mean
change in response time from before the PM to after the PM was +0.63
milliseconds, with a standard deviation of 3.69 milliseconds. For
the shunt trip device, for 42 samples, the mean change in response
time was -1.55 milliseconds, with a standard deviation of 0.60
milliseconds. These times are all short compared to the typical

response times obtained during the surveillance test (30 to 60
milliseconds), therefore, the PM activities have very little, if any,

iaffect on breaker response time.

, Therefore, it can be concluded that breaker response times have very
f little, or no degradation over the course of an 18 month operating
I cycle, and it is unlikely that a 24 month fuel cycle would produce
! unacceptable reactor trip breaker response time performance.
k

i

_ __ __ .-. _ _
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Summary of Licensing Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews
for Surveillance Requirement 4.3.2.1.1, Table 4.3-2, Functional Unit 3

1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.3.2.1, " Safety Features
Actuation System Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

4.3.2.1.1, Table 4.3-2, Functional Unit 3, Channel Functional Test,

Note (l)

B. Systems or Components:

SFAS manual actuation handswitches and related circuitry, as

described in further detail in Section 3.A below.

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

4.3.5.2 Safety Features Actuation System Instrumentation
(SFAS)

6.3.1.4 System Short- and Long-Term capability
7.3 Safety Features Actuation System (SFAS)
7.6.1.1 Normal Decay Heat Removal Valve Control System

2. Licensing Basis Review:

A. Technical Specification SR 4.3.2.1.1 requires that a Channel
Functional Test be performed for the Safety Features Actuation
System (SFAS) functional units at the frequency shown in TS Table
4.3-2. Note (1) of Table 4.3-2, which applies to Functional
Unit 3, requires that manual actuation switches be tested "at
least once per 18 months during shutdown." Technical
Specification 4.0.2 is applicable which allows increasing the
surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 18 months to
22.5 months.

It is proposed that in Note (1) to Table 4.3-2, the words at
"least once per 18 months during shutdown" be replaced with "at
least once per REFUELING INTERVAL." A separate License Amendment
Request (LAR 95-0018; DBNPS letter Serial Number 2342) proposes
that " REFUELING INTERVAL" be defined as "a period of time < 730

days" for the 24 month fuel cycle. This is consistent with the
guidance provided by Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical
Specification Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month
Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. Technical Specification 4.0.2
would continue to apply which would allow increasing the new
surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 24 months to
30 months.

|

i

|
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The design goal of the SFAS is to automatically prevent or limitB.
fission product an1 energy release from the core, to isolate the
containment vessel and to initiate the operation of the Engineer-

|
i ed Safety Features (ESF) equipment in the event of a loss of

coolant accident (LOCA). The SFAS will automatically sequence
|

the protective action by loading equipment in steps to the Emer-
I gency Diesel Generators (EDGs) if normal or reserve power is not

available to the 4.16kV essential bus (es) coincident with an SFAS
initiation signal. As described in USAR Section 6.3.1.4, the

| Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) design basis assumes simul-'

taneous loss of normal and reserve (offsite) power with a LOCA.

As described in USAR Section 7.3, the SFAS consists of four
identical redundant sensing and logic channels and two identical
redundant actuation channels. Each sensing channel includes
analog circuits with analog isolation devices and each logic
channel includes trip histable modules with digital (opto-
electronic) isolation devices. The isolated output of the trip
bistable module is used to comprise coincidence matrices with the
terminating relays within the actuation channel of the SFAS.
These opto-electronic isolation devices also provide isolation
between channels. The trip bistables monitor the station
variables and normally feed continuous electrical signals into
two-out-of-four coincidence matrices. Should any of the station
variables exceed their trip setpoints, the corresponding
bistables in each of the four channels will trip and cease
sending output signals. Should two of the four channel bistables
monitoring the same station variable cease to send output
signals, the corresponding normally energized terminating relays
on all channels will trip. The terminating relays of sensing and
logic Channels 1 and 3, must both be deenergized to activate
safety actuation Channel 1. Similarly, sensing and logic
Channels 2 and 4 are deenergized to activate actuation Channel 2.
The terminating relays act on the actuation control devices such
as motor centrollers and solenoid valves.

Four manual trip switches are provided at the main control board;
two switches to activate the two redundant Containment vessel
Spray Systems and two switches to activate the two redundant SFAS
channels exclusive of the Containment Spray Systems and the CV
Emergency Sump Recirculation Systems.

C. The current surveillance interval of 18 months was based on the
guidance of NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard
Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water
Reactors," during the initial licensing of the DBNPS. As

discussed above, the proposed change follows the guidance of
i
' Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification

Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle,"i

dated April 2, 1991.

!

l
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D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the

licensing basis of the SFAS manual actuation switches Channel
Functional Test will not be invalidated by increasing the
surveillance interval from 18 months te 24 months and by

continuing to allow application of Technical Specification 4.0.2
on a non-routine basis.

E. References:

i. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,

Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
Specifications, through Amendment 211.

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel
Cycle," dated April 2, 1991,

t

lii. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated
June 1, 1976.

iv. USAR Section 6.3.1.4, " System Short- and Long-Term
Capability," through Revision 19.

v. USAR Section 7.3, " Safety Features Actuation System (SFAS),"
through Revision 19. )

|
i

3. Surveillance Data Review:

A. She 18 month surveillance test results data for the SFAS manual I

actuati.9 handswitches and related circuitry were reviewed for

the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant
improvements after June 1985, and covers five refueling outages 1

and four operating cycles of test results.

As described in TS Table 4.3-2, Functional Unit 3, including

Note (1), the scope of this SR is the SFAS (Except Containment
Spray and Emergency Sump Recirculation) and the Containment spray
handswitch circuitry not tested under the monthly Channel
Functional Test. The components affected consist of the
handswitches mounted on the main control panel and the isolator
relay / logic input gate circuit within each of the 68 affected
output modules in the system. These components are checked by
the SFAS Integrated Time Response Test, DBNPS Procedure
DB-SC-03114, on an 18 month interval.

B. The test results indicated one failure over this time period for

the components.
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In October, 1988, during SRFO, Containment Spray System Train 1
manual actuation push-button HIS2020A failed to operate properly. j

j
The root cause of the switch failure was attributed to the switch

|contact assembly separating from the push-button, apparently due
to the switch assembly not being properly locked into place. The
loose mounting may have been from poor initial installation or j

from personnel inadvertently bumping the switch while performing
maintenance in the cabinet. The switch was properly reassembled

'

and successfully retested. The switch has demonstrated reliable :
!operation during the subsequent tests performed during 6RFO through
IThe inoperability of the switch would not have prevented the
f9RFO.

automatic actuation of the components by SFAS, or the manual
initiation of SFAS components from either the SFAS output modules
or individual component handswitches.

There have been no further occurrences of handswitches failing toC.

actuate since the above-mentioned failure in 1988. The handswitch
mountings were re-checked in October, 1996, and verified to be
tight. Based on this verification, the cause of the previous loose i

mountings is likely not a strictly time-dependent (possibly
vibration induced) characteristic of the mounting screws. No
further action is considered necessary under the change from an 18
month to a 24 month fuel cycle.

Based on the historical good performance of these components, theD.
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to increase
the surveillance interval for for the manual actuation Channel
Functional Test SR from 18 to 24 months and that there is no
adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains
acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
non-routine basis.

E. References:

i. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03110, "SFAS Channel 1 Functional Test."

ii. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03111, "SFAS Channel 2 Functional Test."

iii. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03112, "SFAS Channel 3 Functional Test."

iv. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03113, "SFAS Channel 4 Functional Test."

v. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03114, "SFAS Integrated Time Response
Test."
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! 4. Maintenance Records Review:

I A. The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewed

|
for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage'(5RFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant

|

|
. improvements after June 1985, and covers five refueling outages

i and four operating cycles of test results.

The scope of the maintenance review focused on the handswitches
mounted on the main control panel and the isolator relay / logic
input gate circuit within each of the 68 affected output modules
in the system.

|

B. With the exception of the handswitch failure previously
identified and discussed in Section 3.B above, there were no

| failures.

C. No additional actions are necessary or recommended to support I

this increase in the present surveillance interval.

I

D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to increase
the surveillance interval for for the manual actuation channel
Functional Test SR from 18 to 24 months and that there is no
adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains

acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
non-routine basis. ]

I
E. References:

1. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.
4

11. DBNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ) Records.

1

|

|

1

-. , , . . _ . .
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Summary of Licensina Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews
for Surveillance Recuirement 4.3.2.1.2

1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.3.2.1, " Safety Features
Actuation System Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

4.3.2.1.2

B. Systems or Components:

Components required to add and remove Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) pressure blocks, as described in further detail in SectIon
3.A below.

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

4.3.5.2 Safety Features Actuation System Instrumentation
(SFAS)

6.3.1.4 System Short- and Long-Term Capability
7.3 Safety Features Actuation System (SFAS)
7.6.1.1 Normal Decay Heat Removal Valve Control System

2. Licensing Basis Review:

A. Technical Specification SR 4.3.2.1.2 requires that the total
bypass function shall be demonstrated operable at least once per
18 months during Channel Calibration testing of each functional
unit affected by bypass operation. Technical Specification 4.0.2
is applicable which allows increasing the surveillance interval
on a non-routine basis from 18 months to 22.5 months.

It is proposed that in SR 4.3.2.1.2 the words "at least once per ,

18 months" be replaced with "at least once per REFUELING {
'

INTERVAL." A separate License Amendment Request (LAR 95-0018;
DBNPS letter Serial Number 2342) proposes that " REFUELING
INTERVAL" be defined as "a period,of time $ 730 days" for the 24
month fuel cycle. This is consistent with the guidance provided
by Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle,"
dated April 2, 1991. Technical Specification 4.0.2 would-

continue to apply which would allow increasing the new
;

surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 24 months to 30
months. |

B. The design goal of the Safety Features Actuation System (SFAS) is
to automatically prevent or limit fission product and energy
release from the core, to isolate the containment vessel and to |
initiate the operation of the Engineered Safety Features (ESF)

I

'

equipment in the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The

- . ._ .~. _- - --
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!
SFAS will automatically sequence the protective action by loading

ifequipment in steps to the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs)
i

normal or reserve power is not available to the'4.16kV essential
bus (es) coincident with an SFAS initiation signal. As described .|

in USAR Section 6.3.1.4, the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
design basis assumes simultaneous loss of normal and reserve i

I

(offsite) power with a LOCA.
1

<
1 <

As described in USAR Section 7.3, the SFAS consists of four i

|
identical redundant sensing and logic channels and two identical |
redundant actuation channels. Each sensing channel includes |

''

analog circuits with analog isolation devices and each logic
| channel includes trip bistable modules with digital

(opto-electronic) isolation devices. The isolated output of the
trip bistable module is used to comprise coincidence matrices
with the terminating relays within the actuation channel of the |

'

SFAS. These opto-electronic isolation devices also provide
isolation between channels. The trip bistables monitor the
station variables and normally feed continuous electrical signals 1

into two-out-of-four coincidence matrices. Should any of the
station variables exceed their trip setpoints, the correspond!ng

I

i

bistables in each of the four channels will trip and cease
sending output signals. Should two of the four channel
bistables monitoring the same station variable cease to send
output signals, the corresponding normally energized terminating
relays on all channels will trip. The terminating relays of
sensing and logic Channels 1 and 3, must both be deenergized to
activate safety actuation Channel 1. Similarly, sensing and
logic Channels 2 and 4 are deenergized to activate actuation
Channel 2. The terminating relays act on the actuation control
devices such as motor controllers and solenoid valves.

Each sensing and logic channel of SFAS includes two operating or
total bypasses, one for the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure

- Low signal, and the other for the RCS Pressure - Low-Low
signal. These bypasses allow depressurization of the RCS without
initiating the RCS pressure trips. The bypasses consist of eight
push-buttons located at the main control console, two for each
channel, and related sensing channel components. These bypasses
can only be actuated manually and only when the RCS pressure is
below 1800 psig or 600 psig respectively. The bypasses are
automatically reset before the Reactor Coolant pressure exceeds
1800 psig or 600 psig, respectively.

A minimum of three of the four push-buttons of the RCS Pressure -
Low or RCS Pressure - Low-Low bypasses must be actuated to
effectively bypass the Reactor Coolant pressure trips.
Indications that bypassing is permissible and that bypassing has
been effected are provided at the main control console, in the
SFAS cabinets, and at the station computer and station'

annunciator windows.

|
1
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The SFAS is not an initiator, nor a contributor, to the
initiation of an accident described in the USAR. The SFAS

equipment is designed to allow single failure without preventing
~

the system from performing the required operation.

C. The current surveillance interval of 18 months was based on the
guidance of NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard

Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water
|

Reactors," during the initial licensing of the DBNPS. As,

' discussed above, the proposed change follows the guidance of
Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle,"
dated April 2, 1991.

l
i

I D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the
licensing basis of the SFAS total bypass function will not be

|
!

invalidated by increasing the surveillance interval for SR '

4.3.2.1.2 from 18 months to 24 months and by continuing to allow
application of Technical Specification 4.0.2 on a non-routine

| basis.
|

1. 1

|

E. References * I
t

I 1. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1, !

!Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
)Specifications, through Amendment 211. 1

li. Generic Letter 91-04, _" Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel
Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

iii. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated
June 1, 1976.

iv. USAR Section 6.3.1.4, " System Short- and Long-Term
capability," through Revision 19.

I v. USAR Section 7.3, " Safety Features Actuation System
(SFAS)," through Revision 19.

3. Surveillance Data Review:

A. The 18 month surveillance test results data for SR 4.3.2.1.2 were
j reviewed for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO)
l

|
through 9RFO. This time period was selected because it reflects
the major plant improvements after June 1985, and covers five

|

i
refueling outages and four operating cycles of test results.

|

|

!

!

l
|
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The scope of this SR includes the components required to add the
two RCS pressure blocks (in each SFAS channel) and to
automatically remove the blocks prior to reaching the TS Table
3.3-3 specified values of 1800 or 600 psig, as appropriate.
Except for the pressure transmitters, these components
(consisting of an analog amplifier and two trip and two block
bistables in each channel) are checked for the proper setpoint
(as measured by a test input voltage) and proper capability of
adding and automatically clearing the blocks in the monthly
functional tests, DBNPS Procedures DB-SC-03110 through 03113.
The 18 month calibration procedures, DB-MI-03131 through 3134
verify the setpoints from the transmitter.

On-line functional tests verify the operation of every aspect of
the function except for the transmitter signal, which is assessed

|shiftly via channel Checks.

There were five tests where RCS Pressure - Low reset values
;

B.
failed to meet their acceptance criteria in one of the four
channels:

Channel 1 - November, 1988 (5RFO) j
IJune, 1990 (6RFO) j

Channel 2 - May, 1990 (6RFO)

Channel 4 - October, 1988 (5RFO)
September, 1991 (7RFO)

In addition, there were two tests where RCS Pressure - Low-Low ;

reset values failed to meet their acceptance criteria:

Channel 1 - November, 1988 (5RFO) |

June, 1990 (6RFO)

Subsequent investigation revealed that the block bistable field
settings had tolerances that allowed them to be left at the TS
limit. As a result, any drift in the nonconservative di: : tion
for the instrument string could result in the test acceptance
criteria being violated. To address this cause, in November
1994, during 9RFO, the bistable field setpoints were lowered.
Since this time, no further failures have occurred.

Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results data,C.
and the action implemented during 9RFO, nc additional actions are
necessary or recommended to support this increase in the present
surveillance interval.

Based on the historical performance of these components (takingD.
into account the one type of problem identified and the

icorrective actions taken), the low potential for increases in

I
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l

failure rates of these components under a longer test interval,
and the introduction of no new failure modes, it is concluded
that it is acceptable to increase the surveillance interval for

|
I SR 4.3.2.1.2 from 18 to 24 months and that there is no adverse

effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains acceptable to
|

allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine
basis.

E. References:

i. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03110, "SFAS Channel 1 Functional Test."

ii. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03111, "SFAS Channel 2 Functional Test."

iii. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03112, "SFAS Channel 3 Functional Test."

iv. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03113, "SFAS Channel 4 Functional Test."

v. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03131, " Channel Calibration of
64B-ISPRCO2B4 Reactor Coolant Loop 1 Hot Leg Wide Range
Pressure SFAS Channel 1."

vi. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03132, " Channel Calibration of
64B-ISPRCO2A4 Reactor Coolant Loop 2 Hot Leg Wide Range ;

Pressure SFAS Channel 2."

vii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03133, " Channel Calibration of
64B-ISPRCO2B3 Reactor Coolant Loop 1 Hot Leg Wide Range
Pressure SFAS Channel 3."

|

viii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03134, " Channel Calibration of |

|64B-ISPRC02A3 Reactor Coolant Loop 2 Hot Leg Wide Range
Pressure SFAS Channel 4."

ix. DBNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ) Records.

x. Request for Assistance (RFA) 94-0365.

xi. DBNPS Calculation C-ICE-048.01-002, "SFAS Reactor Coolant
Pressure Actuation Setpoint."

xii. Instrument Drift Study Summary for SFAS RCS Pressure Low (and
Low Low) Trip Function.

xiii. Setpoint Change Request (SCR) 94-5007.

4. Maintenance Records Review:

A. The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewed
for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (SRFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was salected because it reflects the major plant
improvements after June 1985, and covers five refueling outages
and four operating cycles of test results.
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a
f The logic for the bypasses is tested via monthly on-line tests..

Since these tests are conducted on a more frequent basis than a
.

! refueling interval, the length of the refueling' interval has no
i impact. Any problems identified in the monthly on-line tests

would be addressed under the TS Action statement. Therefore,'

relative to the 24 month cycle conversion, the scope of the#

maintenance records review focused on the components which are i

not checked via the monthly on-line tests; i.e. the four'

j transmitters.
,

other than o-ring and transmitter replacement preventive |
1 maintenance activities due to the equipment qualification
,

program, there are no normally scheduled 18 month maintenance
activities for these transmitters.

.'
$

| B. In October, 1991, during 7RFO, pressure transmitter PTRCO2B3 was ,

j replaced due to it reading low throughout the previous operating |
!

j cycle, as identified during shiftly checks. As-found data was
not taken with this " failed transmitter", however, it is likely8

that the TS limits for the blocks would not have been met for
! this single channel. Based on engineering review, this

occurrence was considered not to be rhlated to the length of the
test interval and it is noted that the pressure transmitter,

'

! failure was discovered on-line, not during surveillance testing
or maintenance activities. The other three SFAS channels were -

,

|
not affected by this occurrence and would have functioned as

' designed within TS limits. Therefore, the blocks would have
performed their function.

C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no
.

# additional actions are necessary or recommended to support this
increase in the present surveillance interval.

,

i

; D. Based on the historical performance of these components (taking
into account the corrective actions taken), the low potential for

; increases in failure rates of these components under a longer
| test interval, and the introduction of no new failure modes, it;. is concluded that it is acceptable to increase the surveillance
|

interval for SR 4.3.2.1.2 from 18 to 24 months and that there is;
i- no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains

acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
j; non-routine basis.
i

E. References:

i. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.
.

4

i

1

:
. ,. . - - . -
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Summary of Licensino Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews
for Surveillance Requirement 4.3.2.1.3

1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.3.2.1, " Safety Features Actuation
System Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

4.3.2.1.3

B. Systems or Components:

Safety Features System components with response times as specified
in TS Table 3.3-5.

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

4.3.5.2 Safety Features Actuation System Ihstrumentation
(SFAS) f6.3.1.4 System Short- and Long-Term Capability

7.3 Safety Features Actuation System (SFAS) ;
1

7.6.1.1 Normal Decay Heat Removal Valve Control System

2. Licensing Basis Review:

Technical Specification SR 4.3.2.1.3 requires that the Safety |A.
Features Response Time of each Safety Features Actuation System j

|
(SFAS) function be demonstrated within the limit at least once
per 18 months. Surveillance Requirement 4.3.2.1.3 also specifies
that each test shall include at least one functional unit per
function such that all functional units are tested at least once
every N times 18 months where N is the total number of redundant
functional units in a specific SFAS function. Technical Specifi-
cation 4.0.2 is applicable which allows increasing the surveil-
lance interval on a non-routine basis from 18 months to 22.5
months.

It is proposed that in SR 4.3.2.1.3 the words "at least once per
18 months" be replaced with "at least once per REFUELING INTER-

and the words "once every N times 18 months" be replacedVAL,"
with "once every N times the REFUELING INTERVAL." A separate

License Amendment Request (LAR 95-0018; DBNPS letter Serial
Number 2342) proposes that " REFUELING INTERVAL" be defined as "a

This isperiod of time < 730 days" for the 24 month fuel cycle.
consistent with the guidance provided by Generic Letter 91-04,
" Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to
Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. Techni-

| cal Specification 4.0.2 would continue to apply which would allow
!

increasing the new surveillance interval on a non-routine basis
from 24 months to 30 months.
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The design goal of the SFAS is to automatically prevent or limitB.
fission product and energy release from the core, to isolate the
containment vessel and to initiate the operation of the Engineered

|

| Safety Features (ESF) equipment in the event of a loss of coolant f

| accident (LOCA). The SFAS will automatically sequence the protec-
tive action by loading equipment in steps to the Emergency Diesel
Generators (EDGs) if normal or reserve power is not available to
the 4.16kV essential bus (es) coincident with an SFAS initiation

'

signal. As described USAR Section 6.3.1.4, the Emergency Core

Cooling System (ECCS) design basis assumes simultaneous loss of
normal and reserve (offsite) power with a LOCA.

As described in USAR Section 7.3, the SFAS consists of four iden- j

tical redundant sensing and logic channels and two identical
redundant actuation channels. Each sensing channel includes analog |

circuits with analog isolation devices and each logic channel in- I

cludes trip bistable modules with digital (opto-electronic) )
isolation devices. The isolated output of the trip bistable module
is used to comprise coincidence matrices with the terminating
relays within the actuation channel of the SFAS. These opto- i

|electronic isclation devices also provide isolation between '

channels. The trip bistables monitor the station variables and
normally feed continuous electrical signals into two-out-of-four
coincidence matrices. Should any of the station variables exceed
their trip setpoints, the corresponding bistables in each of the
four channels will trip and cease sending output signals. Should
two of the four channel bistables monitoring the same station
variable cease to send output signals, the corresponding normally

Theenergized terminating relays on all channels will trip.
terminating relays of sensing and logic Channels 1 and 3, must both
be deenergized to activate safety actuation Channel 1. Similarly,

sensing and logic Channels 2 and 4 are deenergized to activate |

actuation Channel 2. The terminating relays act on the actuation !

|
control devices such as motor controllers and solenoid valves.

Technical Specification Definition 1.26 defines Safety Feature |

Response Time as that time interval from when the monitored
parameter exceeds its SFAS actuation setpoint at the channel
sensor until the safety features equipment is capab] f

performing its safety function (i.e., the valves t, .vc L to their
required positions, pump discharge pressures react t* sir required

Times shall include diesel generator starting andvalues, etc.).
sequence loading delays where applicable.

As stated in TS Bases 3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2, Reactor Protection
System and Safety System Instrumentation, the measurement of SFAS

- Response Time at the specified frequencies provides assurance
that the SFAS action function associated with each channel is
completed within the time limit assumed in the sc ety analyses.
No credit was taken in the analyses for those channels with

j

response times indicated as not applicable.
l

|
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As further stated in the TS Bases, response time may be
demonstrated by any series of sequential, overlapping or total,

j channel test measurements provided that such tests demonstrate
| the total channel response time as defined. Sensor response time'

!
verification may be demonstrated by either 1) in place, onsite or

!
offsite test measurements or 2) utilizing replacement sensors
with certified response times.

C. The current surveillance interval of 18 months was based on the
guidance of NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard 4

'

Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water
Reactors," during the initial licensing of the DBNPS. As

Idiscussed above, the proposed change follows the guidance of
Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle,"

|

dated April 2, 1991.
I

D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the
licensing basis of the SFAS response time SR will not be
invalidated by increasing the surveillance interval for SR
4.3.2.1.3 from 18 months to 24 months and by continuing to allow j

application of Technical Specification 4.0.2 on a non-routine j
'

basis.

|

|

E. References:

1. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,

Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
Specifications, through Amendment 211.

|

11. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel
Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

iii. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated
June 1, 1976.

iv. USAR Section 6.3.1.4, " System Short- and Long-Term
capability," through Revision 19.

v. USAR Sc: tion 7.3, " Safety Features Actuation System
(SFAS)," through Revision 19.

3. Surveillance Data Reviews

A. The 18 month surveillance test results data for SR 4.3.2.1.3 were
reviewed for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (SRFO)
through 9RFO. This time period was selected because it reflects
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the major plant improvements after June 1985, and covers five
refueling outages and four operating cycles of test results.

The scope of this SR includes all sensors, logic components, and
actuated equipment having a required response time within TS
Table 3.3-5.

I
l

B. In November, 1994, during 9RFO, a test deficiency was identified
| during performance of DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03114, "SFAS Integrated
| Time Response Test." The response times for ECCS Room Isolation

Damper Operator HV5716A and Control Room Pneumatic Operator
' HV5716B, were found to be substantially above the expected time

based on previous test results, although still within the TS
requirement. Subsequent investigation revealed that the dampers
were binding, apparently due to a lack of periodic stroking. As

corrective action, a requirement to stroke the dampers was added as
a quarterly periodic test (DENPS Procedure DB-SS-04046).

No other test deficiencies which could potentially impact the value
of the response times were noted for performance of procedure
DB-SC-03114. Test deficiencies in which components were prevented
from actuating due to reasons unrelated to the response time of the
components were outside the scope of this license amendment

,

request. These types of deficiencies are considered in the '

j

surveillance and maintenance data reviews of the license amendment
requests for the associated component. These types of problems

|would continue to be detected and corrected regardless of the
|response time surveillance test frequency.

Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results data,C.
no further actions are necessary or recommended to support this
increase in the present surveillance interval. The test deficien- |

cy, as described above for HV5716A/B, was the only equipment
problem related to response time degradation found during the
review. This problem was resolved to avoid recurrence in the
future.

It is also significant to note that many of the components'
performance characteristics that could lead to response time
degradation are checked frequently via other surveillance testing.
This provides additional opportunities to detect and correct
problems which could affect response time.

l
i

Based on the lack of response time degradation found during theseD.
reviews, a minimal number of test deficiencies, the low potential
for increases in failure rates under a longer test interval, and
the introduction of no new failure modes, it is concluded that it
is acceptable to extend the surveillance interval for SR 4.3.2.1.3
from 18 to 24 months and that there is no adverse effect on nuclear
safety. Furthermore, it remains acceptable to allow the continued
application of TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

- - - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _
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E. References:

l 1. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03114, "SFAS Integrated Time
Response Test."

ii. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03109, "SFAS Overall Response Time
Calculation."

iii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03115, " Response Time Test of ;

59A-ISP2000 Containment Pressure SFAS Channel 1."

iv DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03116, " Response Time Test Of ,

I59A-ISP2001 Containment Pressure SFAS Channel 2."
1

DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03117, " Response Time Test ofv.

59A-ISP2002 Containment Pressure SFAS Channel 3."

vi. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03118, " Response Time Test of
59A-ISP2003 Containment Pressure SFAS Channel 4." ;

vii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03125, " Response Time Test of
79A-ISR2004 Containment Radiation SFAS Channel 1."

viii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03126, " Response Time Test of
79A-ISR2005 Containment Radiation SFAS Channel 2."

ix. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03127, " Response Time Test of
79A-ISR2006 Containment Radiation SFAS Channel 3."

DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03128, " Response Time Test of 'x.

79A-ISR2007 Containment Radiation SFAS Channel 4."

xi. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03135, " Response Time Test of
64B-ISPRC02B4 Reactor Coolant Loop 1 Hot Leg Wide Range
Pressure SFAS Channel 1.*

xii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03136, " Response Time Test of
64B-ISPRC02A4 Reactor Coolant Loop 2 Hot Leg Wide Range
Pressure SFAS Channel 2."

xiii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03137, " Response Time Test of
64B-ISPRC02B3 Reactor Coolant Loop 1 Hot Leg Wide Range

,

Pressure SFAS Channel 3." i

i

xiv. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03138, " Response Time Test of
64B-ISPRCO2A3 Reactor Coolant Loop 2 Hot Leg Wide Range
Pressure SFAS Channel 4."

|

DBNPS Procedure DB-SS-04046, "ECCS Room Isolation Damperxv.
Quarterly Test."

xvi. DBNPS USAR Table 7.3-2, " Periodic Tests on SFAS and
Actuated Equipment," through Revision 19.
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4. Maintenance Records Review:

A. The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewed
for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant
improvements after June 1985, and covers five refueling outages
and four operating cycles of test results.

i

This maintenance review covered actuated equipment which are
response time tested at a frequency less than that required by
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program requirements of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (reference TS 4.0.5). Any
response time problems associated with this more frequently
tested equipment will continue to be detected by the Inservice ,

Inspection and Testing Program and will not be affected by the j

less frequent testing for SR 4.3.2.1.3. j
j

i
.

B. The problems identified during this maintenance records review as
potentially affecting component response time (other than the
complete failure of the component to actuate, which would be
found by other more frequent checks) are described as follows:

1

1. Control Room Isolation' Damper, HV5311E

During SRFO (1988), damper HV5311E was found to have a slower
than normal closure time (7.32 seconds) which, when combined j

with the SFAS Logic Actuation Time, would have resulted in !
iexceeding the required response time of 10 seconds required

for the Control Room Heating, Ventilation and Air Condition-
ing Units by TS Table 3.3-5. The root cause was determined
to be excessive dirt. The damper was cleaned and lubricated
and was successfully retested. A preventive maintenance (PM)
activity was put in place to clean, lubricate, check for air
leakage, and ensure smooth stroking of the damper during the |

fuel cycle. This problem has not recurred, and this I

condition would not be affected by increasing the fuel cycle |
from 18 to 24 months.

2. Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) 1

The EDG-1 response time, inclusive of output breaker closure
but exclusive of SFAS Actuation logic time, slowly lengthened
from approximately 9 seconds in October, 1988 (SRFO), to
approximately 10 seconds in May 1990 (6RFO) and October, 1991
(7RFO), and to approximately 11 seconds in April, 1993 (8RFO)
and November, 1994 (9RFO). After a generator inspection and
major rebuild during 10RFO, it was determined that the likely
cause was a combination of a 1988 over-excitation event, poor
initial insulation, and age. The rebuild lowered the response

time to approximately 7 seconds. The TS response time limit of
15 seconds (inclusive of sensor / logic response time) was never
exceeded. This type of problem, as demonstrated above, was
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identified well before the TS limit was reached and would also
be identified early under a 24 month fuel cycle. Therefore,
increasing the fuel cycle to 24 months would have no adverse
effect.

| C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no addition-
! al actions, other than those described above, are necessary or

recommended to' support this increase in the present surveillance
interval.

D. Based on the historical performance of these components (taking
into account the corrective actions taken), the low potential for
an increase in failure rates under a longer test interval, and the
introduction of no new failure modes, it is concluded that it is
acceptable to extend the surveillance interval for SR 4.3.2.1.3
from 18 to 24 months and that there is no adverse effect on nuclear
safety. Furthermore, it remains acceptable to allow the continued
application of TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS ASME " Pump and Valve Basis Document, Vol. III."

11. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.

iii. DBNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ)
Records.

iv. DBNPS USAR Table 7.3-2, " Periodic Tests on SFAS and
Actuated Equipment," through Revision 19.

v. DBNPS Procedure DB-PF-00002, " Preventive Maintenance
Program."

vi. DBNPS Procedure DB-SS-04046, "ECCS Room Isolation Damper
Quarterly Test."

|

|

|
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Summary of Licensino Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews
for Surveillance Requirement 4.3.2.2.1, Table 4.3-11, Functional Unit 2

1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.3.2.2, " Steam and Feedwater Rupture
Control System Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

| 4.3.2.2.1, Table 4.3-11, Functional Unit 2, Manual Actuation, Channel

( Functional Test

!

B. Systems or Components:

SFRCS Manual Actuation Switches

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

5.5.2 Steam Generators
7.4.1.3 Steam and Feedwater Line Rupture Control System

(SFRCS)
7.4.2.3 Steam and Feedwater Line Rupture Control System

(SFRCS)
10.3 Main Steam Supply System

2. Licensing Basis Review:

A. Technical Specification SR 4.3.2.2.1 requires that a Channel
Functional Test be performed for the Steam and Feedwater Rupture
Control System (SFRCS) instrument channels at the frequency shown
in TS Table 4.3-11. Table 4.3-11 specifies a frequency of "R"

for Channel Functional Testing of Manual Actuation. The present
TS Definition Table 1.2 defines Notation "R" as a frequency of
"At least once per 18 months." Technical Specification 4.0.2 is
applicable which allows increasing the surveillance interval on a
non-routine basis from 18 months to 22.5 months.

This License Amendment Request addresses in its main body a
proposed change to TS Table 1.2 which would redefine Notation "R"

to be a frequency of "At least once per 24 months." This change
would result in increasing the surveillance interval for SFRCS
Manual Actuation Channel Functional Testing to "At least once per
24 months." This is consistent with the guidance provided by
Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle,"
dated April 2, 1991. Technical Specification 4.0.2 would conti-
nue to apply which would allow increasing the new surveillance
interval on a non-routine basis from 24 months to 30 months.

!

| B. The design goal of the SFRCS is to limit release'of high energy
steam, to automatically start the Auxiliary Feedwater System in
the event of a main steam line or main feedwater line rupture, to

-
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automatically start the Auxiliary Feedwater System on the loss of
both main feed pumps or the loss of all four Reactor Coolant
pumps, and to prevent steam generator overfill and subsequent
spillover into the main steam lines. The SFRCS also provides a
trip signal to the Anticipatory Reactor Trip System.

The SFRCS consists of two identical redundant and independent
channels. Each channel consists of two logic trains. The logic
trains are identical and are maintained separate and independent.

Manual Actuation of SFRCS is accomplished via four push-button
switches (two per channel) located on the main control board.
The function of each of these switches is as follows:

1

la. Initiate Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) flow from SFRCS actuation
Channel 1 taking steam from steam generator (SG) 1 and pro-
viding flow to SG 1.

Ib. Initiate AFW flow from SFRCS actuation Channel 2 taking steam
from SG 2 and providing flow to SG 2.

2a. Provide AFW flow as described in la and, in addition, isolate
SG 1.

2b. Provide AFW flow as described in Ib and, in addition, isolate
SG 2.

The SFRCS is not an initiator, nor a contributor, to the initia-
tion of an accident described in the USAR. The SFRCS and SFRCS
actuated equipment are designed to allow single failure without
preventing the system from performing its required function. The
SFRCS is designed to withstand physical damage or loss of func-
tion caused by earthquakes. The SFRCS will mitigate the con- |

I

sequences of an accident by initiating Auxiliary Feedwater, or

isolating a ruptured steam generator and redirecting Auxiliary
Feedwater flow to the intact steam generator.

The original Standard Technical Specifications upon which the DBNPS j
C. '

Technical Specifications were modeled, NUREG-0103, Revision 0,
dated June 1, 1976, " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock
and Wilcox Pressurized Water Reactors," did not include a compar-
able surveillance requirement for SFRCS Manual Actuation. The
current surveillance interval of 18 months for SFRCS Manual
Actuation Channel Functional Testing was included in the original
operating license and Technical Specifications issued for the
DBNPS, dated April 22, 1977, and was similar to other instrumenta-
tion surveillance frequencies performed on an 18 month refueling
basis. The proposed changes follow the guidance of Generic Letter
91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals
to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.
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D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the licensing
basis of the SFRCS Manual Actuation switches Channel Functional
Test will not be invalidated by increasing the surveillance
interval from 18 months to 24 months and by continuing to allow
application of Technical Specification 4.0.2 on a non-routine
basis.

E. References:

i. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No.
1,

Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
Specifications, through Amendment 211.

]

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel
Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

" Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox111. datedPressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0,
June 1, 1976.

NUREG-0136, Safety Evaluation Report for The Davis-Besseiv.
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1, dated December 1976 and
supplement No.l.

DBNPS Operating License Appendix A Technicalv.
Specifications dated April 22, 1977. |

vi. DBNPS USAR Section 7.4.1.3, " Steam and Feedwater Line
Rupture Control System (SFRCS)," through Revision 19. ,

;

vii. DBNPS USAR Section 7.4.2.3, " Steam and Feedwater Line
Rupture Control System (SFRCS)," through Revision 19.

3. Surveillance Data Review:

The 18 month surveillance test results data for the SFRCS manualA.
actuation switches were reviewed for the period of the Fifth
Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO. This time period was

selected because it reflects the major plant improvements after
June 1985, and covers five refueling outages and four operating
cycles of test results. In addition, this time period provides
representative data for the new SFRCS control system which was
installed in 1988.

|

{ The test results indicate no failures over this time period forP.
i the components.

|

|
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C. Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results data, f

no additional actions are necessary or recommended to support
this increase in the present surveillance interval.

D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to extend

| the surveillance interval from 18 to 24 months and that there is
i no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains
f acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
| non-routine basis.
|

| E. References:

I

i. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03261, " Integrated Test of SFRCS
Actuation Channel 1."

11. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03262, " Integrated Test of SFRCS
Actuation Channel 2."

|
i
i

4. Maintenance Records Review:
|

A. The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewed !

for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO. ,

This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant- |

| improvements after June 1985, and covers five refueling outages |

! and four operating cycles of test results. In addition, this |

time period provides representative data for the new SFRCS |
Icontrol system which was installed in 1988.
l

i

f B. The maintenance records review concerned items that may be
affected by going from an 18 to 24 month refueling cycle. This
review searched for failures that were identified during outage
maintenance and testing, taking into account that any failure

; that could be identified while the plant is on-line will continue
| to be identified in a timely manner regardless of the refueling

frequency.

The SFRCS had no refueling outage failures of the manual actua-
tion function during this time period.

C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no
| additional actions are necessary or recommended to support this

increase in the present surveillance interval.
:
$
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D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components ,

l'
under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new |,

failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to extend
|
' the surveillance interval from 18 to 24 months and that there is

no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains

acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
non-routine basis,

i
|

!.
.

I E. References: 1

f
1

1. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records. )

| 11. DBNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ) Records.
|

|

I

I

'

,

i
|

;

i
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Summary of Licensino Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews

j for Surveillance Requirement 4.3.2.2.2
j

! l

1. A. Technical Specification (TS): 3/4.3.2.2, " Steam and Feedwater Rupture
Control System Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

l

4.3.2.2.2

!
! B. Systems or Components: i

!
Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System (SFRCS) Bypasses ;

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

5.5.2 Steam Generators
7.4.1.3 Steam and Feedwater Line Rupture Control System

(SFRCS)
7.4.2.3 Steam and Feedwater Line Rupture Control System

(SFRCS)
10.3 Main Steam Supply System

|

l
2. Licensing Basis Review: |

!

A. Technical Specification SR 4.3.2.2.2 requires that the Steam and
Feedwater Rupture Control System (SFRCS) total bypass function be I

demonstrated Operable at least once per 18 months during Channel |

Calibration testing of each channel affected by bypass operation.
]

Technical Specification 4.0.2 is applicable which allows increas- !

ing the surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 18 )
months to 22.5 months. |

It is proposed that in SR 4.3.2.2.2 the words "at least once per
18 months" be replaced with "at least once per REFUELING INTER-
VAL." A separate License Amendment Request (LAR 95-0018; DBNPS
letter Serial Number 2342) proposes that " REFUELING INTERVAL" be
defined as "a period of time < 730 days" for the 24 month fuel
cycle. This is consistent with the guidance provided by Generic
Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance
Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2,
1991. Technical Specification 4.0.2 would continue to apply
which would allow increasing the new surveillance interval on a
non-routine basis from 24 months to 30 months.

t

i

B. The design goal of the SFRCS is to limit release of high energy
steam, to automatically start the Auxiliary Feedwater System in
the event of a main steam line or main feedwater line rupture, to |

l

|
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|
fautomatically start the Auxiliary Feedwater System on the loss of '

both main feed pumps or the loss of all four Reactor Coolant
and to prevent steam generator overfill and subsequentpumps,

|
spillover into the main steam lines. The SFRCS also provides a
trip signal to the Anticipatory Reactor Trip System.I

The SFRCS consists of two identical redundant and independent
channels. Each channel consists of two logic trains. The logic

; trains are identical and are maintained separate and independent.
!

The operating or total bypass function of SFRCS is a two-out-of-I

two logic provided to allow bypassing each SFRCS channel to
prevent initiation under normal cooldown conditions when the main
steam line pressure drops below the SFRCS setpoint. The channel
bypasses are automatically reset by a one-out-of-two logic before
the main steam line pressure exceeds the setpoint value.

The SFRCS is not an initiator, nor a contributor, to the initia-
tion of an accident described in the USAR. The SFRCS and SFRCS
actuated equipment are designed to allow single failure without ,

I

preventing the system from performing the required operation.
| The STRCS is designed to withstand physical damage or loss of

i
function caused by earthquakes. The SFRCS will mitigate the
consequences of an accident by initiating Auxiliary Feedwater, or'

isolating a ruptured steam generator and redirecting Auxiliary

f.
Feedwater flow to the intact steam generator.

The original Standard Technical Specifications upon which theC.
DBNPS Technical Specifications were modeled, NUREG-0103, Revision
0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard Technical Specifications for
Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water Reactors," did not include a
comparable surveillance requirement for the SFRCS total bypass
function. The current surveillance interval of 18 months for
SFRCS total bypass testing was included in the original operating;

license and Technical Specifications issued for the DBNPS, dated,

'

April 22, 1977, and was similar to other instrumentation surveil-
Thelance frequencies performed on an 18 month refueling basis.

proposed changes follow the guidance of Generic Letter 91-04,
" Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to
Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

|

I D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the
licensing basis of the SFRCS total bypass function will not be
invalidated by increasing the surveillance interval for SR
4.3.2.2.2 from 18 months to 24 months and by continuing to allow
application of Technical Specification 4.0.2 on a non-routine
basis.

t

|

|. ._ - ,
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E. References:

1. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,
Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical Specifica-
tions, through Amendment 211.

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
'

Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel
Cycle," dated April 2, 1991,

I

iii. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated
June 1, 1976.

iv. NUREG-0136, Safety Evaluation Report for The Davis-Besse
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1, dated December 1976 and
Supplement No.l.

DBNPS Operating License Appendix A Technical Specifica-v.
tions dated April 22, 1977.

vi. DBNPS USAR Section 7.4.1.3, " Steam and Feedwater Line
Rupture Control System (SFRCS)," through Revision 19.

vii. DBNPS USAR Section 7.4.2.3, " Steam and Feedwater Line
Rupture Control System (SFRCS)," through Revision 19.

3. Surveillance Data Review:

The 18 month surveillance test results data for SR 4.3.2.2.2 were ]
A.

!reviewed for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO)
|

through 9RFO. This time period was selected because it reflects
the major plant improvements after June 1985, and covers five

Inrefueling outages and four operating cycles of test results.
addition, this time period provides representative data for the
new SFRCS control system which was installed in 1988.

Sensor and logic testing is performed under channel functional
testing. Since the channel functional tests are performed on-
line monthly, they are not affected by an increase in the opera-
ting cycle length, and,hence were not included in the scope of
the surveillance data review.

|

The test results indicate no failures over this time period for |
B. 1

the components. j

Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results data, 1C.
no additional actions are necessary or recommended to support
this increase in the present surveillance interval.
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theBased on the historical good performance of these components,D.
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is accep able to extend
the surveillance interval from 18 to 24 months and that there is
no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains
acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03261, " Integrated Test of SFRCS
Actuation Channel 1."

11. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03262, " Integrated Test of SFRCS
Actuation Channel 2."

iii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03201, " Channel Functional Test and
Calibration of SFRCS Actuation Channel 1 Pressure Inputs
PS-3689B, PS-3689D, PS-3689F, PS-3689H, PS-3689K,
PS-3689L, PS-3689M, and PS-3689N."

iv. DDNPS Procedure DB-MI-03202, " Channel Functional Test and
Calibration of SFRCS Actuation Channel 2 Pressure Inputs
PS-3687A, PS-3687C, PS-3687E, PS-3687G, PS-3687K,
PS-3687L, PS-3687M, and PS-3687N."

DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03209, " Channel Functional Test ofv.
SFRCS Actuation Channel 1 Logic."

vi. DBNPS Procedure DB-ItI-03210, " Channel Functional Tr.oL of J
|SFRCS Actuation Channel 2 Logic."

vii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03211, " Channel Functional Test of
SFRCS Actuation Channel 1 Logic for Mode 1." |

viii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03212, " Channel Functional Test of
SFRCS Actuation Channel 2 Logic for Mode 1."

4. Maintenance Records Reviews

The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewedA.
for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (SRFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant
improvements after June 1985, and covers five refueling outages

| and four operating cycles of test results. In addition, this
|

time period provides representative data for the new SFRCS
control system which was installed in 1988.'
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The maintenance records review concerned items that may be|

B.
| affected by going from an 18 to 24 month refueling cycle. This

review searched for failures that were identified during outage
| maintenance and testing, taking into account that any failures -

,

I
lthat could be identified while the plant is on-line will continue
|j to be identified in a timely manner regardless of the refueling

l

frequency.

The SFRCS and its actuated devices had no refueling outage
failures of the bypass function during this time period.

|

Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no
C.

| additional actions are necessary or recommended to support this'

increase in the present surveillance interval.
1

Based on the historical good performance of these components, theD.
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components '

under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to extend
the surveillance interval from 18 to 24 months and that'there is
no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains
acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records. ;

11. DBNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ) Records.

!
t

1
;

e

i

|

I
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Summary of Licensing Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews )

for Surveillance Requirement 4.3.2.2.3

|

|

j
1. A. Technical Specification (TS): 3/4.3.2.2, " Steam and Feedwater Rupture '

Control System Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):
l
1

4.3.2.2.3
I

B. Systems or Components:

I Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System instrumentation and
components required for actuation as specified in TS Table )

,

3.3-13. |

|

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:
|

5.5.2 Steam Generators
7.4.1.3 Steam and Feedwater Line Rupture Control System

(SFRCS)
7.4.2.3 Steam and Feedwater Line Rupture Control System

(SFRCS)
i10.3 Main Steam Supply System
1

2. Licensing Basis Reviews

Technical Specification SR 4.3.2.2.3 requires that the Steam and
>
'

A.
Feedwater Rupture Control System (SFRCS) Response Time of each
STRCS function be demonstrated to be within the limit at least i

I

once per 18 months. Surveillance Requirement 4.3.2.2.3 also
specifies that each test shall include at least one channel per
function such that all channels are tested at least once overy N

,

times 18 months where N is the total number of redundant channels
in a specific SFRCS function. Technical Specification 4.0.2 is
applicable which allows increasing the surveillance interval on a
non-routine basis from 18 months to 22.5 months.i

It is proposed that in SR 4.3.2.2.3 the words "at least once per
18 months" be replaced with "at least per REFUELING INTERVAL,"
and the words "once every N times 18 months" be replaced with
"once every N times the REFUELING INTERVAL." A separate License
Amendment Request (LAR 95-0018; DBNPS letter Serial Number 2342)
proposes that " REFUELING INTERVAL" be defined as "a period of

This is consistent ;time $ 730 days" for the 24 month fuel cycle.
with the guidance provided by Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in
Technical specification Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a

| 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. Technical'

Specification 4.0.2 would continue to apply which would allow
increasing the new surveillance interval on a non-routine basis

1

from 24 months to 30 months.

|
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B. The design goal of the SFRCS is to limit release of high energy
steam, to automatically start the Auxiliary Feedwater System in
the event of a main steam line or main feedwater line rupture, to
automatically start the Auxiliary Feedwater System on the loss of
both main feed pumps or the loss of all four Reactor Coolant
pumps, and to prevent steam generator overfill and subsequent
spillover into the main steam lines. The SFRCS also provides a
trip signal to the Anticipatory Reactor Trip System.

The STRCS consists of two identical redundant and independent
channels. Each channel consists of two logic trains. The logic
trains are identical and are maintained separate and independent.

Technical Specification Definition 1.28 defines SFRCS Response
Time as that time interval from when the monitored parameter
exceeds its SFRCS actuation setpoint at the channel sensor until
the equipment is capable of performing its safety function.

The measurement of response times at the indicated frequency i

provides assurance that the SFRCS function associated with each
channel is completed within the time limits assumed in the safety j
analysis. ;

1

As stated in TS Bases 3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2, Reactor Protection
System and Safety System Instrumentation, the measurement of j
SFRCS response time at the specified frequencies provides i

assurance that the SFRCS action function associated with each l
channel is completed wit. tn the time limit assumed in the safety I
analyses. No credit was taken in the analyses for those channels I

with response times indicated as not applicable.

As further stated in the TS Bases, response time may be
demonstrated by any series of sequential, overlapping or total
channel test measurements provided that such tests demonstrate
the total channel response time as defined. Sensor response time i

'

verification may be demonstrated by either 1) in place, onsite or
offsite test measurements, or 2) utilizing replacement sensors
with certified response times.

The SFRCS is not an initiator, nor a contributor, to the initia-
tion of an accident described in the USAR. The SFRCS and SFRCS
actuated equipment are designed to allow single failure without
preventing the system from performing the required operation.
The SFRCS is designed to withstand physical damage or loss of
function caused by earthquakes. The SFRCS will mitigate the
consequences of an accident by initiating Auxiliary Feedwater, or
isolating a ruptured steam generator and redirecting Auxiliary
Feedwater flow to the intact steam generator.

,

1
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t

The original Standard Technical Specifications upon which theC.>

RevisionDBNPS Technical Specifications were modeled, NUREG-0103,
0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard Technical Spec'ifications for4

Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water Reactors," did not include a
+

comparable surveillance requirement for SFRCS Response Time test-
ing. The current surveillance interval of 18 months for SFRCS,

Response Time testing was included in the original operatingI dated
; license and Technical Specifications issued for the DBNPS,

April 22, 1977, and was similar to other instrumentation surveil-*

lance frequencies performed on an 18 month refueling basis. The
| proposed changes follow the guidance of Generic Letter 91-04,
,

i " Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to
Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

.

As a result of the above review, it is concluded that theD.
licensing basis of the SFRCS Response Time testing will not be ;

!invalidated by increasing the surveillance interval for SR
4.3.2.2.3 from 18 months to 24 months and by continuing to allow
application of Technical Specification 4.0.2 on a non-routine 1

)

basis.

'E. References:

1. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,
Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
Specifications, through Amendment 211.

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel j

cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

I

lii. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated
June 1, 1976.

iv. NUREG-0136, Safety Evaluation Report for The Davis-Besse
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1, dated December 1976 and
Supplement No. 1.

DBNPS Operating License Appendix A Technicalv.
Specifications dated April 22, 1977.

vi. DBNPS USAR Section 7.4.1.3, " Steam and Feedwater Line
Rupture Control System (SFRCS)," through Revision 19.

vii. DBNPS USAR Section 7.4.2.3, " Steam and Feedwater Line
Rupture Control System (SFRCS)," through Revision 19.
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3. Surveillance Data Review:

A. The 18 month surveillance test results data for SR 4.3.2.2.3 were
! reviewed for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO)

through 9RFO. This time period was selected because it reflects
the major plant improvements after June 1985, and covers five
refueling outages and four operating cycles of test results. In

i addition, this time period provides representative data for the
new SFRCS control system which was installed in 1988.

B. The test results indicate no failures over this time period for
the components. The response time data is random, showing no ,

I

adverse trend.

In June, 1990, during 6RFO, Main Steam Line #2 Isolation Valve,
MS100, failed to stroke within its time limit during post-main-
tenance surveillance testing. The valve had been disassembled to |

investigate an unidentified noise, however no abnormalities were
noted. The valve was successfully retested following adjustment.
This failure was a result of outage activities and not associated
with the length of the fuel cycle.

,

1

l

C. Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results data,
no additional actions are necessary or recommended to support
this increase in the present surveillance interval.

D. Bared on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to extend
the surveillance interval from 18 to 24 months and that there is
no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains
acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Procedures:

DB-SC-03255, "SFRCS Overall Response Time Calculation."

!
DB-SP-03444, "STRCS Channel 1 Trip of MS100 and MS 101."

i

|
DB-SP-03445, "SFRCS Channel 2 Trip of MS100 and MS 101."

|

|

!
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4. Maintenance Records Review:

A. The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewed
for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant
improvements after June 1985, and covers five refueling outages
and four operating cycles of test results. In addition, this

time period provides representative data for the new SFRCS
control system which was installed in 1988.

B. The maintenance records review concerned items that may be
affected by going from a 18 to 24 month refueling cycle. This
review searched for failures that were identified during outage
maintenance and testing which could affect SFRCS response times,
taking into account that any failures that could be identified
while the plant is on-line will continue to be identified in a
timely manner regardless of the refueling frequency.

The SFRCS had no refueling outage failures of response time
components / strings during this period.

C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no
additional actions are necessary or recommended to support this
increase in the present surveillance interval.

D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to extend
the surveillance interval from 18 to 24 months and that there is
no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains

acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.

ii. DBNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ) Records.

5. Other Information:
j

|

! A. In 1990, the limitorque actuator for Service Water Strainer 1-3
! Drain Valve, SW1381, failed due to spring pack hydraulic lock.

Grease trapped in the cavity crer.ted by the spring cartridge cap
and the outer thrust washer of the torque spring assembly caused
the hydraulic lock. When grease is packed in this area of the
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!

actuator and the valve is stroked in the closed direction, the
i worm, spring pack and bearing cartridge stem move toward the

spring cartridge cap as the valve seats. The incompressible
| grease prevents bearing cartridge movement and spring pack
| compression, resulting in failure of the torque switch to I

operate, sometimes stalling the motor and damaging the valve and |

operator.

The following valves, which are all SFRCS actuated components,
were identified as also being susceptible to this type of failure:

t

(
! MS603 SG 1-2 Drain Line Isolation Valve

MS611 SG l-1 Drain Line Isolation Valve

| AF3869 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1-1 to SG 1-2 Stop Valve

| AF3870 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1-1 to SG 1-1 Stop Valve
AF3871 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1-2 to SG 1-1 Stop Valve |

'

AF3872 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1-2 to SG l-2 Stop Valve
l

IModifications were performed on these valves to alleviate the
hydraulic lock problem by implementing a maintenance program update
provided by Limitorque. A relief path was drilled inside the

| actuator, and the spring pack locknut and thrust washer were modified.
Since completion of'these modifications to address this problem, the
problem has not recurred and there is no predicted adverse impact from
increasing the fuel cycle length.

B. In September, 1991, during 7RFO, an air leak was discovered in
solenoid valve SV100D in the air control system for Main Steam
Isolation Valve (MSIV) #2, MS100. The root cause of this failure was
determined to be an under-estimated normal operating temperature for
the thermal life calculation for the solenoid valves, which resulted

in an over-estimated qualified life for these components. The
solenoid valves were replaced, and in the future will be replaced
prior to the end of their environmentally qualified life. It is noted
that an air leak would not prevent MS100 from fulfilling its safety
function. On a loss of air, MS100 fails to its closed position.
Based on these completed changes, there will be no adverse impact from
increasing the fuel cycle length.

!

|
:

I

-
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Summary of Licensina Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record

Reviews
for Surveillance Requirement 4.3.3.5.2

1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.3.3.5.2, " Remote Shutdown
Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

4.3.3.5.2

B. Systems or Components:

Control Circuits and Transfer Switches Required for a Serious
Control Room or Cable Spreading Room Fire.

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

3D.1.15 Criterion 19 - Control Room
7.4.1.6 Auxiliary Shutdown Panel
7.4.2.5 Auxiliary Shutdown Panel (ASP)

2. Licensing Basis Review:

A. Technical Specification SR 4.3.3.5.2 requires verification that i

at least once per 18 months each control circuit and transfer |

switch required for a serious control room or cable spreading
room fire is capable of performing the intended function.
Technical Specification 4.0.2 is applicable which allows ,

increasing the surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from j

18 months to 22.5 months. j

It is proposed that in fR 4.3.3.5.2 the words "at least once per
18 months" be replaced with "at least once per REFUELING
INTERVAL." A separate License Amendment Request (LAR 95-0018;
DBNPS letter Serial Number 2342) proposes that " REFUELING
INTERVAL" be defined as "a period of time 5 730 days" for the 24
month fuel cycle. This is consistent with the guidance provided
by Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle,"

dated April 2, 1991. Technical Specification 4.0.2 would
continue to apply which would allow increasing the new
surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 24 months to 30
months.

B. The transfer switches are used to meet 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, Fire

Protection, requirements. The switches transfer control of safe
shutdown components from the control room to the local location
when a serious control room or cable spreading room fire renders
the control room uninhabitable and control of the components is

required in order to achieve and maintain safe shutdown of the
plant.
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,

The purpose of testing the transfer switches is to verify on a
periodic basis that the switches are capable of performing their
intended functions. This testing demonstrates that the equipment j

~

|operates from the local control station when the transfer or
isolation switch is placed in the " local" position and that the
equipment cannot be operated from the control room. This testing j

Ialso demonstratos that the equipment operates from the control
room when the transfer switch is returned to the normal position. |

The control circuits and transfer switches are not an initiator,
nor a contributor, to the initiation of an accident described in
the USAR. The control circuits and transfer switches are not
credited in the aitigation of an accident described in the USAR.
However, use of the control circuits and transfer switches is
credited in the DBNPS Fire Hazard Analysis Report (FHAR).

The original Standard Technical Specifications upon which theC.
DBNPS Technical Specifications were modeled, NUREG-0103, Revision
0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard Technical Specifications for
Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water Reactors," did not include a
comparable surveillance requirement for transfer switch testing. i

In addition, a surveillance requirement for transfer switch test- |

ing was not included in the original operating license and Tech-
nical Specifications issued for the DBNPS, dated April 22, 1977.

On December 23, 1992, Toledo Edison submitted a license amendment
application (Toledo Edison Serial Number 2101) proposing the
addition of SR 4.3.3.5.2. As stated in the license amendment

Revision 0,application, the proposed SR was based on NUREG-1430,
dated September 28, 1992, " Improved Standard Technical
Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water
Reactors," and meets the guidelines of Item 8(j) of Enclosure I
to NRC Generic Letter 81-12, " Fire Protection Rule," dated
February 20, 1981. On June 14, 1994, the NRC approved the Toledo
Edison request via issuance of License Amendment Number 187
(Toledo Edison Log Number 4229).

The current 18 month surveillance interval was selected to
provide flexibility in scheduling testing in thoso cases where
shutdown conditions are required to complete testing. The
proposed changes follow the guidance of Generic Letter 91-04,
" Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to
Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

!
l D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the licens-

ing basis for the control circuits and transfer switches required
for a serious control room or cable spreading room fire will not
be invalidated by increasing the surveillance interval for SR
4.3.3.5.2 from 18 months to 24 months and by continuing to allowI

application of Technical Specification 4.0.2 on a non-routine
basis.
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E. References:

1. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,

f Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
| Specifications, through Amendment 211,

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel!

| Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

iii. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated
June 1, 1976.

iv. " Improved Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock
and Wilcox Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-1430,
Revision 0, dated September 28, 1992.

NUREG-0136, Safety Evaluation Report for the Davis-Bessev.
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1, dated December 1976 and i

Supplement No. 1.

vi. Toledo Edison License Amendment Request dated
December 23, 1992 (Toledo Edison Serial Number 2101).

| |

vii. NRC License Amendment No. 187 to Facility Operating
License No. NPF-3 for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power )
Station, Unit No. 1, dated June 14, 1994 (Toledo. Edison
Log Number 4229). ,

i

viii. DBNPS Fire Hazard Analysis Report (FHAR), Revision 15.

ix. NRC Generic Letter 81-12, " Fire Protection Rule," dated
February 20, 1981.

3. Surveillance Data Review:

A. As noted above, SR 4.3.3.5.2 was added to the TS by License
Amendment 187, which was issued June 14, 1994. Amendment 187 was
implemented on October 19, 1994, prior to startup from 9RFO.
Therefore, the completed testing history for most of the switches
is accordingly limited to one test for each switch, with the j

I

exception of switches HIS1382B and HSICS38B, which are tested
monthly in conjunction with the Auxiliary Feedwater Train
surveillance testing. The 18 month surveillance test results
data for the associated transfer switches were reviewed for the
period of June 14, 1994 to January 1, 1996,

i
However, these components had, in general, been installed since the

I startup of the plant in 1977, and the test results demonstrate
their capability to maintain good performance over periods of time
greater than a 24 month fuel cycle.
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B. The test results indicate that one failure occurred over this
time period for the components. On October 14, 1994, during
9RFO, the 480V Essential Unit Substation El transfer switch at
breaker BCE11 failed to operate properly during the performance
of surveillance testing. With the transfer switch in its
" emergency" position, breaker BCE11 failed to trip when breaker

| ACICE11 was tripped. These breakers, when closed, supply power
| to El from 4160V essential bus C1. The cause of the problem was

f the termination lug on contact 15 interfering with the movable
l part of the switch contact, thus preventing contact 15 from
I closing properly. The lug was adjusted and the switch was
| successfully retested. This failure did not affect the ability

! of the switch to perform its specified function since the breaker
BCE11 close circuit was unaffected. Further, breaker bcell

t

remained capable of being manually tripped.

C. Based on the review of the 18-month surveillance test results
data, no additional actions are necessary or recommended to

! support this increase in the present surveillance interval.
,

D. Based on the demonstrated good performance of these components
over long periods of time greater than 24 months, their reliable
design, the low potential for increases in failure rates of these
components under a longer test interval and the introduction of
no new failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to

increase the surveillance interval for SR 4.3.3.5.2 from 18 to 24
months and that there is no adverse effect on nuclear safety.
Furthermore, it remains acceptable to allow the continued
application of TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Procedures:

DB-PF-03205, "ECCS Valves Train 1 Quarterly Test."

DB-PF-03386, " Makeup Valve Refueling Interval Test."

DB-SC-03003, " Testing of Appendix R Circuits for AClCEll,
ACICE12, BCE11, BCE12."

DB-SC-03074, "EDG-1, ABDC1, and AC103 Appendix R Test."

DB-SP-03018, " Service Water Pump 1 Refueling Test."
I

DB-SP-03032, " Service Water Pump 3 Refueling Test."

DB-SP-03090, " Component Cooling Water Pump 1 Refueling Test."

DB-SP-03136, "DH Pump 1 Quarterly Pump and Valve Test."

i
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:

DB-SP-03152, "AFW Train 1 Level Control, Interlock,
and Flow Transmitter Test."

DB-SP-03294, "CAC-1 Monthly Test."

DB-SP-03363, " Pressurizer PORV Cycle Test."

DD-SP-03371, " Quarterly Makeup Pump 1 Inservice Test
and Inspection."

4. Maintenance Record Review:

The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewedA.
for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant
improvements after June 1985 and covers five refueling outages
and four operating cycles of test results.

B. The maintenance records review found only one failure. This
failure was for the 480V Essential Unit Substation El transfer
switch at breaker BCE11, which was previously discussed under
Section 3.B. There have been no other reported failures of this
switch or any of the other associated switches or circuits during
this time period.

The basic design of these switches contributes to their reliable
and dependable operation. However, two switches, HIS1382B and
HSICS38B, are General Electric Type "SBM". This type of switch

is used in several other applications at the DBNPS. Following

the observation of degradation of the " cam follower" switch part
used in some of these other applications, selected "SBM" switches
were scheduled for replacement with an upgraded "SBM" switch
containing a dif fe rent material for the " cam follower" switch
part. Switches hIS1382B and HSICS38B were replaced during 10RFO
with the upgraded "SBM" switches.

C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no
additional actions are necessary or recommended to support this
increase in the present surveillance interval.

I

D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components

Junder a longer test interval and the introduction of no new
Ifailure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to increase

the surveillance interval of SR 4.3.3.5.2 from 18 to 24 months
and.that there is no adverse effect on safety. Furthermore, it
remains acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 ,

on a non-routine basis.
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E. References:

i. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.

ii. DDNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ)

Records.

|

|
1

l

i

I
|

|

l

l
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Summary of Licensing Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews I

for Surveillance Recuirement 4.3.3.6, Table 4.3-10, Instrument 12 |
|

1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.3.3.6, " Post-Accident Monitoring
Instrumentation," Surveillance Requirement (SR): |

l
|

4.3.3.6, Table 4.3-10, Instrument 12, Channel Calibration

Note: Channel Calibrations for other instruments in Table 4.3-10 )

which will be performed on a 24 month refueling basis are
addressed in a separate license amendment request. |

|

B. Systems or Components:

Power (Pilot) Operated Relief Valve (PORV) Block Valve Position ;

Indication.
|

|

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:
|

|

5.2.2.3 Overpressure Protection
5.5.10 Pressurizer
5.6 Instrumentation Application RC System
7.7 Control Systems |

7.13.3.7 PORV and Pressurizer Safety Valves Position (
Indicators !

|

|

2. Licensing Basis Review:
|

A. Technical Specification SR 4.3.3.6 requires that a Channel
Calibration be performed for each post-accident monitoring
instrumentation channel at the frequency shown in TS Table
4.3-10. Table 4.3-10 specifies a frequency of "R" for Channel j

Calibration testing of the PORV Block Valve Position Indicator
(Instrument 12). Technical Specification 4.0.2 is applicable
which allows increasing the surveillance interval on a j

non-routine basis from 18 months to 22.5 months.

This License Amendment Request addresses in its main body a
proposed change to TS Table 1.2 which would redefine Notation "R"

to be a frequency of "At least once per 24 months." This change

would result in increasing the surveillance interval for the PORV
Block Valve Position Indicator Channel Calibration to "At least
once per 24 months." This is consistent with the guidance

provided in Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical
Specification Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month

i

| Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. Technical Specification 4.0.2

|
would continue to apply which would allow increasing the new
surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 24 months to

|
30 months.

!

|
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The PORV Block Valve is provided to isolate the PORV flowpathB.
should the PORV be inoperable in the open position or to isolate
the PORV with a leaking disk. This prevents uncontrolled

~

Thedepressurization and excessive leakage of reactor coolant.
PORV Block Valve position is determined by a limit switch on the
valve. Position indication is provided in the control room.

The PORV Block Valve is not an initiator, nor a contributor, to

the initiation ~of an accident described in the USAR. The PORV

Bic. Valve is provided to isolate the PORV flowpath, but is not
credite 'n the mitigation of an accident described in the USAR.

The original Standard Technical Specifications upon which the ,

C.
DBNPS Technical Specifications were modeled, NUREG-0103,
Revision 0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard Technical
Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water
Reactors," did not include a comparable surveillance requirement
for the PORV Block Valve Position Indicator Channel Calibration.
In addition, such a surveillance requirement was not included in
the original operating license and Technical Specifications
issued for the DBNPS, dated April 22, 1977.

On September 16, 1980, Toledo Edison submitted a license mmendment
application (Toledo Edison Serial Number 650) proposing the addi-
tion of a Channel Calibration requirement for the PORV Block Valve
Position Indication, with a refueling (18 month) frequency. These
changes were submitted in accordance with "PWR Model Technical

|Specifications for NUREG-0578 TMI-2 Lessons Learned, Category A
|Items," transmitted as Enclosure 1 to the NRC letter dated July 2,
f1980 (Toledo Edison Log Number 581). These Model TSs specified

refueling (18 month) frequency for the PORV Block Valve Position |
I

Indication Channel Calibration. On March 24, 1981, the NRC
approved the Toledo Edison request via issuance of License Amend-
ment Number 37 (Toledo Edison Log Number 681).

The changes proposed by this license amendment application follow
the guidance of Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical
Specification Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month
Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the
licensing basis for the PORV Block Valve Position Indicator
Channel Calibration will not be invalidated by increasing the
surveillance interval from 18 months to 24 months and by
continuing to allow the application of Technical Specification
4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,

Operating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
Specifications, through Amendment 211.

L_.
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11. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals'to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel

'

_

t-
4

Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. j

,

111. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated )

i June 1, 1976.
I
f

f iv. DBNPS Operating License Appendix A Technical
Specifications dated April 22, 1977.d

1

i l'

NUREG-0136, Safety Evaluation Report for the Davis-Besse i
j v.

|Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1, dated December 1976 and
l

Supplement No.l.
4

vi. NRC letter dated July 2, 1980 (Toledo Edison Log Number ,

l
.

i 581).
3

vii. Toledo Edison License Amendment Request dated September
16, 1980 (Toledo Edison Serial Number 650).

l
i.

viii. NRC License Amendment No. 37 to Facility Operating License
No. NPF-3 for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit,

!
No. 1, dated March 24, 1981 (Toledo Edison Log Number j

)! 681).

3. Surveillance Data Review:

A. The 18 month surveillance test results' data for the PORV block
valve position indication were reviewed for the period of the
Fifth Refueling Outage (SRFO) through 9RFO. This time period was

! selected because it reflects the major plant improvements after j.

June'1985 and covers five refueling outages and four operating |

cycles of test results.
|
|
|

The test results indicate no failures over this time period for ,

B. 1

these components.

C. Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results, no j

|additional actions are necessary or recommended to support the
increase in the present surveillance interval.

Based on the historical good performance of these components, theD.
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to increase ,

the surveillance interval for the PORV Block Valve Position
Indicator Channel Calibration from 18 to 24 months and that there

- _ .
. - - -. . . -.
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j
|
|

is no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, it remains,

l acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a
non-routine basis.

' E. References:
| 1

l

1. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03742, " Pressurizer Power Relief
Valve Channel Calibration Check."

ii. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03180, " Remote Shutdown, Post
)

Accident Monitoring Instrumentation Monthly Channel |
Check." I

l

4. Maintenance Records Review: i
|

|
A. The 18 month mair.tenance records for the components were reviewed i

|for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant |
improvements after June 1985 and covers five refueling outages I

and four operating cycles of test results.

B. The maintenance records indicate no failures during this time
period for these components.

1

|C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no
additional actions are necessary or recommenced to support this
increase in the present surveillance interval.

D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to
increase the surveillance interval for the PORV Block Valve
Position Indicator Channel Calibration from 18 to 24 months and
that there is no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore,
it remains acceptable to allow the continued application of TS
4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.

f

!
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Summary of Licensino Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews
for Surveillance Requirement 4.5.1.d

1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.5.1, " Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS), Core Flooding Tanks," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

4.5.1.d

B. Systems or Components:

CFIA (CFT Discharge Isolation Valve)
CFlB (CFT Discharge Isolation Valve)
PTRC02A4 (SFAS Channel 2 Wide Range Pressure Transmitter)
PTRC02B3 (SFAS Channel 3 Wide Range Pressure Transmitter)

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

5.2.2.3 Overpressure Protection
6.3.2.15 Core Flooding Tank Isolation Valve Control Circuits
7.6.1.2 Core Flood Tank Isolation Valve Control System
7.6.2.2 Core Flood Tank Isolation Valve Control System

2. Licensing Basis Review:

Technical Specification SR 4.5.1.d requires verification at leastA.
once per 18 months that each core flooding tank isolation valve
opens automatically and is interlocked against closing whenever the |

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure exceeds 800 psig. Technical !

Specification 4.0.2 is applicable which allows increasing the
surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from 18 months to 22.5
months.

It is proposed that in SR 4.5.1.d the words "at least once per 18
months" be replaced with "at least once per REFUELING INTERVAL." A
separate License Amendment Request (LAR 95-0018; DBNPS letter Serial
Number 2342) proposes that " REFUELING INTERVAL" be defined as "a

This isperiod of time 5 730 days" for the 24 month fuel cycle.
consistent with the guidance provided by Generic Letter 91-04,
" Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to
Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. Technical
Specification 4.0.2 would continue to apply which would allow
increasing the new surveillance interval on a non-routine basis from

| 24 months to 30 months.i

I

i
The core flooding tanks are part of the Emergency Core Coolingi

[ B.

System. Each of the two core flooding tanks, located inside
! containment, provide a sufficient volume of borated water to be

immediately forced into the reactor vessel by a nitrogen cover-
in the event the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressurepressure
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falls below the pressure of the tanks (between 575 and 625 psig).
This initial surge of water into the vessel provides the initial
cooling mechanism during large RCS pipe ruptures. No instrumenta-
tion actuation or operator action is required for this injection.
The discharge pipe from each core flooding tank (CFT) is attached
directly to a reactor vessel core flooding nozzle. Each core
flooding line at the outlet of the CFT contains an electrical]y
operated isolation valve adjacent to the tank and two in-line check
valves in series. The isolation valves at the CFT outlet are open
when RCS pressure is above 800 psig. During power operation, when

theRCS pressure is higher than the core flooding system pressure,
two check valves in the line to the CFT prevent high pressure
reactor coolant from entering the CFT.

Two independent computer alarms, one for each isolation valve, are
provided from contacts on the motor operator to indicate when the
isolation valve is not fully open and from two-out-of-four wide-
range reactor coolant pressure sensors when they sense a pressure in
excess of 725 psig. Two redundant computer and station annunciator
alarms are also provided, one for each isolation valve, using
contacts mounted on the yoke of the isolation valve and redundant,
independent reactor coolant presrure signals to indicate when the
valve is not fully open and pressure is greater than 750 psig. If
the isolation valve has not been opened by the operator previously,
the Safety Features Actuation System (SFAS) will automatically give
an opening signal to the valve at 800 psig. The isolation valve is
interlocked to prevent inadvertent closing when the reactor coolant
pressure is above 800 psig. The open circuit is not inhibited by
this interlock.

The core flooding tank isolation valve interlock is not an
initiator, nor contributor, to the initiation of an accident
described in the USAR. The isolation valve interlock functions to
assure that the capability of the core flood tanks to inject their
full volume into the reactor during accident conditions and provide
the operator with system status indication in the control room.

C. The current surveillance interval of 18 months was based on the
guidance of NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard

Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water
Reactors," during the initial licensing of the DBNPS. As discussed
above, the proposed change follows the guidance of Generic Letter
91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to
Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

I

D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the licensing
basis of SR 4.5.1.d will not be invalidated by increasing the
surveillance interval from 18 months to 24 months and by continuing,

to allow application of Technical Specification 4.0.2 on ai

non-routine basis.
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E. References:

1. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,

Operating Licensa NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical
!

Specifications, through Amendment 211.!

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel

;

I Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

|

111. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox,

datedPressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0,
June 1, 1976.

iv. NUREG-0136, Safety Evaluation Report for the Davis-Besse
Nuclear Power Station, dated December 1976 and Supplement
No. 1.

3. Surveillance Data Review:
(

The 18 month TS surveillance test results data for the CFTA.
isolation valves CF1B and CFlA were reviewed for the period of
the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO. Also, the RCS

pressure input to the referenced interlock string calibration;

! results were sLailarly evaluated for the period of SRFO through
This time period was selected because it reflects the9RFO.

major plant improvements after June 1985 and covers five|

refueling outages and four operating cycles of test results.

The test results review indicated one failure over this time
f B.

period for these components, and several other noteworthy issues.
.

While conducting routine monthly channel checks during power
operations in Cycle 7, the valve CFIB interlock's RCS pressure
input from pressure transmitter PTRCO2B3 was observed to have

The transmitter was subsequently weplaced duringdrifted low.
7RFO (1991) and has demonstrated acceptable per:!ormance following

This failure was not considerad to be relatedits replacement.
to the length of the test interval. It is not<>d that the failure
was discovered on-line, not during refueling surveillance testing

t or refueling maintenance activities.

The routine 18 month calibrati'on pe. formed on the pressure
transmitter PTRC02B3 string in November, 1988, during SRFO,
observed the "as-found" RCS pressure value slightly out of
tolerance low (15 psig), in the conservative direction. The,

f
string was recalibrated successfully and based on available:

has been observed to be in calibration duringas-found data,
j subsequent calibration procedures.

|

,

l
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Additionally, two situations of minor bistable drift were
experienced over the time period:

- The CF1A bistable, PSH7529A/BA213, was found slightly out of
tolerance (0.001 volt) during the performance of functional
test procedure DB-SC-03111 in July, 1990. The bistable was re-
calibrated and has been observed to function properly in sub-
sequent testing. It should be noted that the bistable |

deficiency did not make the interlock inoperable and did not
prevent the interlock from performing its required function.

1988- Th,e CFIB bistable, PSH7539A/BA313, was replaced in November,
after being observed to be slightly out of tolerance in the con-
servative direction. The bistable has performed satisfactorily
in subsequent testing. It should be noted that the bistable
deficiency did not make the interlock inoptrable and did not ;

prevent the interlock from performing its required function. 1

Based on a review of the 18 month surveillance test results data
:

|C.
and calibration activity results, no additional actions are
necessary or recommended to support the increase in the present |

surveillance interval.
1

Based on the historical good performance of these components, theD.
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components I
under a longer test interval, and the introduction of no new

ffailure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to increase )

the surveillance interval for SR 4.5.1.d from 18 to 24 months andFurthermore,that there is no adverse effect on nuclear safety.
it remains acceptable to allow the continued application of TS
4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Procedure DB-SP-03175, " Core Flood Tank Isolation
Valve Interlock Test." |

11. uBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03132, " Channel Calibration of
64B-ISPRCO2A4 Reactor Coolant Loop 2 Hot Leg Wide Range
Pressure SFAS Channel 2."

.

iii. DBNPS Procedure DB-MI-03133, " Channel Calibration of
64B-ISPRCO2B3 Reactor Coolant Loop 1 Hot Leg Wide Range
Pressure SFAS Channel 3."

iv. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03111, "SFAS Channel 2 Functional
Test."

DBNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ) Reportv.
Records.

L._..
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4. Maintenance Records Review:

The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewedA.
for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (5RFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant
improvements after June 1985 and covers five refueling outages
and four operating cycles of test results.

The maintenance records indicate one failure (i.e., would haveB.
resulted in being TS inoperable) and several minor deficiencies
during this time period for these components.

The one failure and several minor deficiencies were previously
discussed and evaluated in Section 3.B above, and found not to be

' impacted by an increased fuel cycle length.

A minor deficiency with the limit switch for isolation valve
CF1B, was observed in February 1992, during Cycle 8 power
operations. The limit switch rotor on the motor operator was
found to be slightly out of adjustment. The limit switch rotor
was readjusted and has performed properly following the
readjustment.

There have been deficiencies related to valve stem packing

i
leakage for valves CFlA and CFlB. These deficiencies have
typically been found while conducting refueling outage
inspections inside cor.cainment. Subsequent remedial measures,

;

(e.g., tightening packing) are typically taken durinq the
I

j respective outages, when possible. Engineering review of
documentation related to the prior packing leakage deficiencies

f
has concluded that the packing leakage has not adversely impacted
these valves. Also, the level of the Core Flood Tanks is
monitored as are leakage detection instrumentation inside,

j Therefore, based on engineering review it is
| containment.

concluded that there will not be any resulting adverse impact on
! these valves from increasing the length of the refueling cycle to4

24 months.

The RCS pressure transmitters which provide input to valves' CFIA
| and CF1B interlocks are periodically replaced as part of the

Environmental Qualification Program PTRCO2A4 transmitter replace-
ment is every 54 months; and for PTRCO2B3, 0-ring replacement is
every 60 months, and transmitter replacement every 81 months.
Additionally, the motor operators for v43ven CFIA and CF1B have 18
month refueling based preventive maintenance activities performed.
Each of these preventive maintenance activities will be reviewed as
part of the ongoing PM Program evaluations to address the increase
in the refueling interval.

l
J
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C. Based on a review of the referenced maintenance records, no
>.

additional actions are necessary or recommended to support this*

increase in the present refueling interval.
:
i

D. Based on the above results from an engineering review of the

{
historical performance of these components, the low potential for
increases in failure rates of these components under a longer ;

;

j refueling interval and the introduction of no new failure modes,
it is concluded that it is acceptable to increase the surveil- ,

;

lance interval for SR 4.5.1.d from 18 months to 24 months and ,

f

that there is.no adverse effect on nuclear safety. Furthermore, )
|it is acceptable to allow the continued application of TS 4.0.2;

| on a non-routine basis.
!

I l
*

\

E. References
,

i i. DBNPS Maintenance Work Order Records.

11. DBNPS Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ)
Records.i

i

1

]

:
1

4

i
,

!
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Summary of Licensing Basis, Surveillance Data, and Maintenance Record Reviews j

for Surveillance Recuirement 4.5.2.d.2.b j
j !

|

|

| 1. A. Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.5.2, " Emergency Core Cooling Systems,
| ECCS Subsystems - T > 280*F," Surveillance Requirement (SR):

avg
;

4.5.2.d.2.b

Note: The other TS 3/4.5.2 Surveillance Requirements needing changes
to support conversion from an 18 month to 24 month fuel cycle are
addressed by separate License Amendment Requests.

B. Systems or Components:

DH7A (BWST Outlet Valve)
|
i

DH7B (BWST Outlet Valve)
DH9A (Containment Emergency Sump Valve)
DH9B (Containment Emergency Sump Valve)

C. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Sections:

6.2.1.3.2 Containment Pressure Transient Analysis Break Spectrum
6.2.2.2.2 Containment Spray System |

6.3 Emergency Core Cooling System
7.3 Safety Features Actuation System
7.6.1.3 Containment Spray Pump Anti-Cavitation Control System
9.3.5 Decay Heat Removal System

2. Licensing Basis Review:

Technical Specification SR 4.5.2.d.2.b requires verification at j
A.

least once.per 18 months that on a Borated Water Storage Tank
(BWST) Low-Low Level interlock trip, with the motor operators for
the BWST outlet isolation valves and the containment emergency
sump recirculation valves energized, the BWST Outlet Valve
HV-DH7A (HV-DH7B) automatically close in 5 75 seconds after the
operator manually pushes the control switch to open the
Containment Emergency Sump Valve HV-DH9A (HV-DH9B) which should
be verified to open in $ 75 seconds. Technical Specification
4.0.2 is applicable which allows increasing the surveillance
interval on a non-routine banis from 18 months to 22.5 months.

It is proposed that in SR 4.5.2.d the words "at least once per 18
months" be replaced with "at least once per REFUELING INTERVAL."
A separate License Amendment Request (LAR 95-0018; DBNPS letter
Serial Number 2342) proposes that " REFUELING INTERVAL" be defined
as "a period of time 5 730 days" for the 24 month fuel cycle.
This is consistent with the guidance provided by Generic Letter

|
i 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals

to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.
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Technical Specification 4.0.2 would continue to apply which would

f.
allow increasing the new surveillance interval on a non-routine
basis from 24 months to 30 months.

B. The Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) is located outside the
containment vessel and the auxiliary building. It contains a
minimum of 2600 ppm boron in solution and is used both for
emergency core' injection and filling the refueling canal during
refueling. The BWST also supplies borated water for emergency
cooling by the containment spray system, decay heat removal / low

i

I pressure injection system, and high pressure injection system.
! It also supplies makeup water to the spent fuel pool cooling

system and can serve as source for the makeup pumps.

As stated in TS Bases 3/4.5.4, Borated Water Storage Tank, the
operability of the BWST as part of the Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) ensures that a sufficient supply of borated water

! is available for injection by the ECCS in the event of a Loss of
Coolant Accident (LOCA). The limits on the BWST minimum volume
and boron concentration ensure that:

!

1) sufficient water is available within containment to permit
recirculation cooljng flow to the core following manual
switchover to the recirculation mode, and

2) The reactor will remain at least 1% delta-k/k suberitical
in the cold condition at 70*F, xenon free, while only

1crediting 50% of the control rods' worth following mixing
of the BWST and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) water
volumes.

These assumptions ensure that the reactor remains suberitical in
the cold condition following mixing of the BWST and the RCS water
volumes.

Following a LOCA, after the BWST has been exhausted, the |

containment vessel emergency sump will serve continuous injection !

of the reactor coolant, through the low pressure injection / decay
heat pump, into the Reactor Coolant System. This will maintain
long term core cooling by recirculating the spilled reactor j

coolant back to the reactor vessel and/or through the containment
spray pump, into the containment vessel atmosphere to remove the
heat and decrease the pressure and temperature in the containment

| vessel.

f
|

In the event of a LOCA, the mechanism by which the Emergency Core
Cooling System operates is totally automatic from the time of the

i

[ SFAS signal until the BWST is depleted. Before the BWST is
i

depleted, the operator is required to re-energize the BWST outlet
|

isolation valves (DH7A and DH7B) and the containment emergency
sump recirculation valves (DH9A and DH9B). These four valves are
de-energized during plant Modes 1 through 4 to preclude an
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i inadvertent change of position in the event of a fire.

| Energization of these four valves is required in order to
switchover suction from the BWST to the containment emergency

sump by manual actions.

Valves DH7A and DH7B receive Safety Features Actuation System
(SFAS) Level 2 and Level 5 signals. The SFAS Level 2 signal
(indicative of high containment pressure or low reactor coolant
system pressure) sends an open signal to these normally open
valves (as well as a close signal to normally closed valves DH9A
and DH9B) to ensure that the BWST is available to the High
Pressure Injection Pump, Low Pressure Injection Pump and Contain-
ment Spray Pump suctions. The SFAS Level 5 signal (BWST low-low
level) sends a permissive signal to allow the manual opening of
valves DH9A and DH9B, thus permitting the shifting of pump
suctions to the containment emergency sump. The BWST outlet
valves close automatically when the sump valves open.

The BWST Low-Low Level interlock trip is not an initiator, nor
contributor, to the initiation of an accident described in the

USAR. The interlock functions to provide for the manual

switching of Emergency Core Cooling System suction from the BWST
to the containment emergency sump upon depletion of the BWST
inventory.

C. The original Standard Technical Specifications upon which the
DBNPS Technical Specifications were riodeled, NUREG-0103, Revision
0, dated June 1, 1976, " Standard Technical Specifications for
Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water Reactors," did not include a
comparable surveillance requirement to the present SR 4.5.2.d.2.b
for the BWST Low-Low Level interlock trip. The DBNPS was
originally licensed to require an automatic switchover from the
BWST to the containment emergency sump during a LOCA after the
BWST reaches a low level. Hence, the present SR 4.5.2.d.2.b was
not included in the original operating license and Technical
Specifications issued for the DBNPS, dated April 22, 1977.

On January 5, 1981, Toledo Edison submitted a license amendment
application (Toledo Edison Serial Number 675) proposing the
conversion to manual switchover of the BWST to the containment
emergency sump in lieu of automatic switchover. The intent of
this change was to preclude potential damage due to inadvertent
or premature alignment of ECCS to recirculation modes of
operation. On January 24, 1981, the NRC approved the Toledo
Edison request via issuance of License Amendment Number 36

| (Toledo Edison Log Number 651). The January 24, 1981 NRC letter
| noted that Toledo Edison had agreed to submit a follow-up license
! nmendment request proposing additional related surveillance
| requirements.

|
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On February 24, 1981, Toledo Edison submitted a license amendment'

application (Toledo Edison Serial Number 691) proposing the
addition of a surveillance requirement for the BWST Low-Low Level'

I

interlock trip, with an 18 month frequency. On June 1, 1981, the

NRC approved the Toledo Edison request via issuance of License
Amendment Number 40 (Toledo Edison Log Number 726).

)
'

The changes proposed by this license amendment application follow
-

j the guidance of Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical ]
!Specification Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month

Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.*

i

D. As a result of the above review, it is concluded that the
licensing basis for the BWST Low-Low Level interlock trip will
not be invalidated by increasing the surveillance interval for SR
4.5.2.d.2.b from 18 months to 24 months end by continuing to,

*

allow application of Technical Specification 4.0.2 on a |

non-routine basis.d

4

i

1 E. References:

1. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Unit No. 1,
jOperating License NPF-3, Appendix A, Technical

Specifications, through Amendment 211.'

,

ii. Generic Letter 91-04, " Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel

i Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. .

$

! 111. " Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox
Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0103, Revision 0, dated
June 1, 1776.

,

! iv. DBNPS Operating License Appendix A Technical
Specifications dated April 22, 1977.

4

NUREG-0136, Safety Evaluation Report for the Davis-Bessev.
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1, dated December 1976 and

i
Supplement No. 1.

vi. Toledo Edison License Amendment Request dated January 5,
1981 (Toledo Edison Serial Number 675).

vii. NRC License Amendment No. 36 to Facility Operating License
No. NPF-3 for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit
No. 1, dated January 24, 1981 (Toledo Edison Log Number
651).

i

viii. Toledo Edison License Amendment Request dated February 24,
1981 (Toledo Edison Serial Number 691).2

J

,
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ix. NRC License Amendment No. 40 to Facility Operating License
No. NPF-3 for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit

No. 1, dated June 1, 1981 (Toledo Edison Log Number 726).

3. Surveillance Data Review:

A. The 18 month surveillance test results data for SR 4.5.2.d.2.b
were reviewed'for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (SRFO)
through 9RFO. This time period was selected because it reflects
the major plant improvements after June 1985 and covers five ;

refueling outages and four operating cycles of test results.

B. The test results indicate no surveillance failures over this time
Iperiod for these components.
1

|

C. Based on the review of the 18 month surveillance test results
data, no additional actions are necessary or recommended to
support the increase in the present 18 month surveillance !

interval. j

I

D. Based on the historical good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates of these components
under a longer test interval and the introduction of no new
failure modes, it is concluded that it is acceptable to increase i

the surveillance interval for SR 4.5.2.d.2.b from 18 to 24 months
and that there is no adverse effect on nuclear safety.
Furthermore, it remains acceptable to allow the continued
application of TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

E. References:

1. DBNPS Procedure DB-SC-03114, "SFAS Integrated Response Time
Tests."

ii. DBNPS Procedure DB-SP-03208, "DH7B/DH9B and CS1530 Valve
Test - Train 1."

111. DBNPS Procedure DB-SP-03209, "DH7A/DH9A and CS1531 Valve
Test - Train 2."

4. Maintenance Records Review:

A. The 18 month maintenance records for the components were reviewed
for the period of the Fifth Refueling Outage (SRFO) through 9RFO.
This time period was selected because it reflects the major plant

r

| improvements after June 1985 and covers five refueling outages
and four operating cycles of test results.
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B. The maintenance records review identified the following:

In March, 1988, during SRFO, the breaker handl'e on valve DH9A
malfunctioned and was replaced. Based on engineering review,
this occurrence was categorized as a random failure, and not an
age-related failure. This problem has not recurred.

|

| C. Based on a review of the 18 month maintenance records, no

|
additional actions are necessary or recommended to support an
increase in the present surveillance interval.

D. Based on the overall good performance of these components, the
low potential for increases in failure rates, and the introduc-
tion of no new failure modes, it is concluded that it is

,

! acceptable to increase the surveillance interval from 18 months
i to 24 months. Furthermore, it is acceptable to allow the

continued application of TS 4.0.2 on a non-routine basis.

1

'

E. Referances:

i. DBFPS Maintenance Work Order (MWO) Records. .

i

6

|
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